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The Cape Espenberg beach ridge plain is capped by a succession of primary and secondary dune and/or blowout ridges
whose 5000 yr chronostratigr aphy is based on landform evolution, peat formation, pedogenesis, tephro-chronology,
and geological (n = 23) and archaeological (n = 32) radiocarbon ages. Landform evolution reflects several sets of
conditions: beach ridges form under fair weath er wave climates and/or following subsiding storm levels, dunes build
in fall and winter in conjunction with onshore N or NW winds, while net offshore sediment transport and erosion
predominates during fall storms. Inter-ridge swales foster peat and paIsa growth atop driftwood in conjunction with
thin snow cover. Dunes built during stormy intervals correlative with montane Alaska glacial expansions 3300- 1700
"C yrs BP and from 1200- 200 "C yrs BP.
ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Beach ridges, geoarchaeology coastal changes, paleo-climat es.

INTRODUCTION
The shifting long sho re trajectories and temporary storage
of sa nd allow geologists to draw numerous inferences about
transient and long-t erm climatic changes. Pro gr ading settings are us eful places to document shifts in wind directi on
(MOORE and GIDDINGS, 1961 ; CURRAY et al., 1969 ), Holocen e
storm periodiciti es (FAIRBRIDGE and HILLIARE-MARCELL,
1977 ), and the inten sity ofEI Nino events (SANDWEISS, 1986 )
a nd to construct a lluv ial hi stories (GOULD and McFARLAN,
1959 , DE PRATTER a nd HOWARD, 1977) . In this st udy , we
examine the late Holocen e development of the Cap e Espenberg spit of northern Seward Peninsula (Figu re 1) in relation
to sh ifts in wind intensity a nd other climatic variables. Th e
construction of a beach ridge pla in require s several pr e-conditions: low tidal fluctu ations, a nd/or a local sur plus of sediment, a tectonicall y stable shore line and quasi-stable sea-levels (CURRAY, 1964; HAYES, 1979 ). In conjunction with th e
stabilization of sea level in the last 5,000 yrs, a net pr ogr adational regime has prevailed at Espenberg, interrupted by
two major erosional episodes .

STUDY AREA
The Cape Espenberg bea ch ridge plain is a ma inland at tached spit, 1 to 2 km wide, which form s the northernmost
part of the coast of Seward Peninsula, on the Ar cti c Circle
(66°33' N. lat.) (Figu res 1,2). Th e beach rid ge plain exte nds
29 km west to east from 164° 30' to 165° 15' W. Exten siv e
94248 received 4 December 1994; accepted in revision 5 Jul y 1996.

shoals form eas t of Ca pe Espenberg, a t th e ent rance to Kotzebue Sound, a nd an enclosed la goonal estu ary lies to the
south.

WAVE CliMATE AND METEOROLOGY OF THE
CHUKCHI SEA
Th e Ch ukchi Sea is a rectangular embayme nt of the Arctic
Ocean form ed by th e shores of northwest Alask a (U.S.A.) and
northeast Chukotka (Siberia) (Figu re 1). Th e sea lies north
of Bering Strait, at 65° N. lat., a nd exte nds to the limit of
perennial Arcti c pack ice a t 71° to 75° N. lat. The Ch ukchi
Sea is microtid al (NAIDU and GARDNER, 1988). At Shishmaref, on the sout h shore, me an hi gh tid es reach +0.76 m
abo ve mean sea level (MSL) while th e high est tidal debris is
only +0.975 m a bove MSL , (P ERATROV ICH a nd NOTTINGHAM, 1982 , 7). For th is study Mean Sea Level (MSL) refers
to mean low water becau se tidal amplitudes a re in substantial
(± 50 em). Th e nearest ga uge data is from Kiwalik within
inner Kotz ebue Sound, about 50 km SE . In microtidal
regions, water surface changes du e to at mos phe ric pressure
can be quite sign ifica nt , up to 40 em offsh ore (HUNKINS 1965 )
and > 1 m in a sing le day at Point Barrow (HuME and
SCHALK, 1967 ). Storm driftwood debris deposits exte nd 2.25
m abov e MSL a t Ca pe Esp enherg. Drifting pack and shorefast ice covers the entire Ch ukch i Sea for seven to eight
months during win ter (LA BELLE et al., 1983 ); nonetheless,
open water pr ocesses are th e pr edominan t long term influ-
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ence on the Espenberg beach ridges. Ice push alters the profile of steep gravel beaches in the northern Chukchi Sea, but
it is a negligible factor where the shelf is shallow and offshore
gradients are low, as in th e southern Chukchi Sea. Daily sediment transport rates during the open season, e.g., offshore
bar migration, are comparable to those of temperate regions,
although the cumulative annual rate is lower due to lack of
transport during th e ice covered season (SHORT, 1975).
Maximum fetch in the Chukchi Sea is northwest/southeast
but fetch distances vary consid erably from about 190 km west
to east at Shishmaref to as much as 1100 km from the northwest or north when sea ice withdraws beyond 70 (Figure
1). The Lisburne Peninsula on th e Chukchi Sea north shore
shelter s Kotzebue Sound from northerly winds, limiting the
extent of fetch to less than 250 km.
The passage of weather systems governs the wave climate
capable of affecting the nearshore and shoreface (Fox and
DAVIS, 1976; KOWALIK, 1984). During recent decades, based
on the limited (50 yr ) instrument data available, major
storms frequently enter the Chukchi Sea from the southwest
at the Bering Strait. High intensity storms are most common
during fall-especi ally in September and October (WISE et al.,
1981). In the initial phase of a storm, southwesterly winds
may generate large waves toward the northern shore of Kotzebu e Sound. In later phases, winds may shift to the west ,
northwest or north quadrants. Forty to seventy knot winds
associated with several autumn storms in 1973-74 produced
storm surges along the Seward Peninsula coasts, with 5 m
high waves at Shishmaref and a 3 m sea level elevation at
Kotzebu e (FATHAUER 1975, 1978; WISE et al.; 1981,
0N

11m.

With a fetch of only 150 km available from the west, PERATROVICH and NO'lv!'INGHAM (1982, 9) calculated that low level
0.4 m elevation storm surges occur at Shishmaref every 50
yr s, but JORDAN (1990) estimated a mor e frequent recurrence
interval of 10 yrs for storms of 1 to 2 m surges by using poststorm beach profiles from the Shishmaref barriers and wind
data from East Cape, Siberia. Southerly (offshore winds) effectively inhibit sand transport to Cape Esp enberg by shutting th e long sh ore transport system down . Storms crossing
the Arctic Ocean have the same re sult in the sh eltered Kotzebu e Sound, as during the 1963 Barrow surge which produced a negative surge at Espenberg (KOWALIK, 1984).

Currents
The principal water mass affecting the Seward Peninsula
coast is the Alaskan Coastal Water which enters the Chukchi
Sea from Bering Strait, flows north 60-80 km and divide s
into a current that continues north toward Pt. Hope and another that diverges eastward into Kotzebue Sound, at an annually variable amount (Figu re 2). The swiftest upper layer
flows of 150 cm sec ? are encountered in the eastern channel
of Bering Strait, decreasing to 50 ern sec" in the central
Chukchi Sea, with a deceleration to 15-20 ern sec " at the
entrance to Kotzebue Sound (COACHMAN et al., 1975 , 140).
Currents within 3 m of the bottom are 30 to 35 cm sec - 1 in
the Bering Strait and northeast along Seward Peninsula.
Th ese currents are swift enough to transport clay , silt and
fine sand into and across the southeastern Chukchi Sea
(Mc MANUS et aZ., 1969 ). As a result of the current divergence
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Figure 2. Bathymetric chart of the Chukchi Sea (dept hs in fathoms ) and pr evailing surface currents (after CREAGER and McMANUS 1966). Hope Sea
Valley is indicated on upper left .

northwestward, a small counterclockwise gyre forms near
Cape Espenberg.
Surface pressure and wind also strongly influence the development of nearshore coastal currents. Wind speed accounts for about 66% of the variability of the flow north
through the Bering Strait (AAGAARD et al., 1985). Strong
northerly winds lasting for several days can reverse the predominant flow regime in the Strait. Commonly, winds from
the west, north or northwest prevail across the Chukchi Sea

(LA BELLE et al., 1983). During periods of high pressure or
lacking high intensity storms, low intensity northerly winds
« 4.5 m/sec) produce a northeast long shore current.
Tides at Espenberg are mixed and are reported in reference
to the Kodiak station. The principal tidal wave (M2) on the
Chukchi Sea originates from the North Atlantic. In the Chukchi Sea , the Atlantic tidal wave encounters a smaller tidal
wave from the Pacific (KOWALIK and MATTHEWS, 1982). Thi s
interaction produces an amphidromic point southwest of
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Point Hope. The magnitude of storm surges can be substantially heightened by co-occurrence with high tides, as in the
1973 and 1974 storms (FATHAUER, 1978).

The Result of the Chukchi Sea Wave Climate: A Net
Progradational Regime at Cape Espenberg
The Cape Espenberg region lies at the entrance of the sheltered embayment of Kotzebue Sound at the terminus of the
littoral transport system. Cape Espenberg is semi-sheltered
from northerly fetch and is subject to coastal currents with
decelerating flow at the entry of tidal currents into Kotzebue
Sound. With the "reduction in current speed, the sediments
rapidly settle out, depositing a spit [Cape Espenberg] and a
chain of islands to the south" (SHARMA, 1979,404). The combination of these factors leads to a net progradational setting
in the Espenberg region.
Progradation occurs in conjunction with rising sea levels
only if the supply of sediment keeps pace (CURRAY, 1964) so
it is important to consider the long term regional sea-level
record. In the Chukchi Sea, rapid eustatic sea-level rise during the early Holocene, 10-6,000 14C yrs BP (simplified hereafter to BP) probably submerged any shoreface deposits
formed before the comparative stabilization of sea levels that
only occurred after 1500 BP (MASON and JORDAN, 1994);
however, "degraded barriers" or shoreface retreat blankets
(sensu SWIFT et al., 1973) may lie within offshore sand deposits.

REGIONAL SEA-LEVEL HISTORY
The Chukchi Sea floor is less than 80 m deep, was subaerially exposed as part of the Beringian subcontinent during
the late Pleistocene glaciations, as were the floors of much of
the Bering and Beaufort Seas. Unfortunately, the history of
flooding during the late Pleistocene-early Holocene rise in
sea-level remains uncertain and poorly known.
McMANUS, CREAGER and co-workers attempted to reconstruct regional sea level based on depth tolerances of foraminifera in fossil faunas recovered at various depths in sediment cores from the Bering and Chukchi Seas (McMANus
et al., 1983; McMANUS and CREAGER, 1984). Age estimates
were based on radiocarbon dates on carbon dispersed in certain core segments. Small particles of coal were known to be
present in the sediments, so an attempt was made to correct
the raw dates for the assumed fraction of dead carbon represented by the coal. McMANUS et at. (1983) concluded that
much of the Bering and Chukchi Sea floors was flooded and
that Bering and Anadyr Straits (Depth: 50 m) were breached
about 15,500 years ago. Deltaic deposits filling the Hope Sea
Valley (Figure 2) indicate a sea-level stand at about -35 m;
these yielded a radiocarbon date of about 14,000 BP but were
also assumed to be contaminated by old carbon (CREAGER
and McMANUS, 1965; COLINVAUX, 1967, 220). Shpanberg
Strait between the Yukon Delta and St. Lawrence Island
(depth 30 m) flooded and modem circulation established
about 12,000 years ago. Terrestrial peats from a depth of 20
m in Norton Sound (NELSON, 1982) and off Nome (HOPKINS,
1967) date to 10,000 BP; presumably this is evidence of flooding after that time. The sea-level rise then slowed consider-
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ably and asymptotically approached modern levels by 5,000
BP. This chronology needs to be re-evaluated. Although the
Chukchi Sea is in a fairly quiet area, tectonically, and far
removed from any late Pleistocene agent of isostatic uplift,
the sea-level history inferred by McMANUS and his colleagues differs dramatically from that reconstructed for the
area of Barbados in the Carribbean, where sea level did not
rise to -50 m until about 9,600 BP (FAIRBANKS et al., 1991).
Recently, ELIAS et at. (1992) showed that terrestrial peat at
a depth of -50 m in the Chukchi Sea off Icy Cape remained
above sea-level until after 10,000 BP. These observations suggest that McMANUS et at. (1983) underestimated the amount
of coal contamination in their cores and that the history of
sea-level during the last 18,000 years in the Bering and
Chukchi Seas is similar to that observed on Barbados.
Evidence for early Holocene sea-levels may be derived from
terrestrial peats or imprecisely dated topographic submarine
features. A submarine wavecut scarp at -6 to -7 m in southern Kotzebue Sound, according to HUNTER and REISS (1985),
reflects a stillstand between 9000 and 5000 BP, as may shoreparallel linear ridges south of Bering Strait (NELSON, 1982).
CREAGER and McMANUS (1965, 284) observe sea level still
stands at 6000 to 3000 BP based on KobukINoatak deltaic
sediments that added sporadically across the Hope submarine valley, producing a pattern of "bathymetric discontinuities." Coring in waters 30-70 m deep, with low annual sediment accumulations and insufficient datable carbon, oceanographers do not record finer scale sea level changes after
5000 BP.
Some insight into regional middle and late Holocene sealevel history is provided by cores in lagoons off the coast of
northern Alaska. At Esatkuat Lagoon updrift from Point Barrow spit, a wedge of sand and gravel, possibly beach sediments, intrudes silt and clay containing wood dated at 6450
± 200 BP (TX-220), from -11 m below MSL (FAAs, 1966, p.
347).
The formation of beach ridges in Kotzebue Sound began
only after 5000 BP and also provides an upper limiting date
on the establishment of near modern sea level, as suggested
by MOORE (1961) and HOPKINS (1967, 1973). Like the situations in Australia (SEARLE and WOODS, 1983) or the Netherlands (RoEP, 1986), sedimentary strata in Kotzebue Sound
dunes contain elevational indications of systematic sea level
trends. Short-term eustatic sea level fluctuations are attributed as a cause for the emplacement of higher ridges dated
2000-900 BP at Point Hope, Cape Krusenstern (MOORE,
1960) and at Point Barrow (I-IuME, 1965). More likely, sea
levels was only temporarily elevated due to low barometric
pressure associated with storms. Unpublished radiocarbon
ages (n == 15) from marsh peats along Shishmaref Inlet and
estuaries adjacent the Kitluk River indicate that sea level
remained 0.8 m below present from 3000 to 1500 BP (MASON
and JORDAN, 1994). This datum provides a lower limiting age
for the establishment of near-modern sea level within the
Chukchi Sea. Further, because beach ridge systems have prograded at nearly all the critical headlands of the Chukchi
Sea, we assume a nearly constant (within 1-2 meters of present) sea level during the late Holocene, 1500 BP to the present.
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TECTONIC SETTING
Kotzebue Sound and Seward Peninsula are within a moderately active seismogenic province connected to the Brooks
Range, a zone "characterized by a relatively thin cru st, scattered Quaternary volcanism [and] relatively high heat flow
. . . [in a 1 regime of ext ensional tectonics" (THENHAUS et al.,
1982, 7). The northern Seward Peninsula coastal plain and
Kotzebue Sound are the surface expression of a subsiding basin comprised of Cenozoic sediments several thousand meters
thick and crosscut by several east/w est faults, splays of the
Kobuk system, just south of Cap e Espenberg (TOLSON, 1987).
Sporadic seismic activity, is docum ented for the southern
Chukchi Sea , including a 6.4 magnitude quake in 1928 > 300
km northwest of Espenberg (FUJITA et al ., 1991 ). Despite this
activity, little or no vertical motion can be documented for
the Holocene ; in addit ion the region wa s unglaciated during
the Pleistocene, whi ch excludes the possibility of isostatic rebound. The best regional indicator of comparative surface stability, according to HAMILTON and BRIGHAM-GRETTE (1991 ,
64) is th e altitude of th e last inter glacial (Isotop e stage 5e)
shoreline, termed th e Pelukian terrace by HOPKINS (1967 ).
Gen erally, Pelukian beach ridge deposits outcrop at elevation s ranging from 8 to 10 m above MSL at Barrow (BRIGHAM , 1985, 164), Kotzebue Sound (MCCULLOCH, 1967, p.
105) and on western Seward Peninsula SAINSBURY (1967)
along Arctic Lagoon. However, some evidence of local subsidenc e may derive from lower elevations of the Pelukian within southern Kotzebu e Sound (BRIGHAM-GRETTE and HopKINS, 1995).

SEDIMENT SOURCES
Th e formation of the Cape Espenberg spit is a function of
sediments available for transport and their su sceptibility to
dep osition. Th e fine sand (Mean of 104 samples = 2.33 ±
0.9lj>, range 1.46 to 2.59lj» at Esp enberg deri ves from two
principal sources; one marine, th e other terrestrial. The
southern Chukchi Sea floor is composed by medium to fine
sand, silt , and clay, with mean size between 2lj> and 3lj> in
diameter (CREAGER and McM ANUS, 1966 ). Finer silts and
clays enter central Kotzebue Sound either from th e Noatak
and Kobuk Rivers or from the Yukon River (NAlDU and MowATT, 1983). Very fine and fine sa nd (2 to 4lj» covers the entire
sh elf adjacent th e Seward Peninsula (CREAGER and MeMANUS, 1966). Sand bodies on th e Chukchi shelf originate
from three sources, based on mineralogical differences: (a)
south coast Seward Peninsula, (b) Siberian bluffs and (c) Yukon River (McM ANUS et al., 1977 ). The differ ent materials
form a massive shoal, Cap e Prince of Wales shoal (Figure 2),
as coa rse silt (4-5 lj» and fine sa nd is deposited by decelerating northward currents entering the Chukchi Sea from Bering Strait (Mc MANUS et al., 1969 ). A preliminary sedime nt
budget (MASON, 1990) indicates that an eastward coarsening
sand body in th e southeastern Chukchi Sea (CREAGER and
McM ANUS, 1966 ) is the principal source of sand constructing
th e Shishmaref Inl et barrier islands a nd, probabl y, also for
th e Cape Espenberg beach ridge plain. Though the predominant direction of littoral dr ift is northeastward sediment
seems to be moving predominantly onshore, ie. southwa rd,

since grain size coar sen s upcoast concordant with th e prevailing mean grain size offshore (CREAGER and McM ANUS,
1966 ). Although deposition is ongoing, th e ultimate genesis
of the sand body offshore from the northern Seward Peninsula is contro-versial. The sands are probably the result of
several proce sses , both terrestrial and marine. Originally, the
sandy body wa s a late Pleistocene terrestrial sand-loess
sheet, depo sited by th e braided glacial streams of the Plei stocene Noatak-Kobuk River th at drained through Hope Valley. Sea-level rise led to a re-mobilization of the sand into
early Holocene barrier islands with continuing welding to the
mainland in th e later Holocen e (SHEPARD and WANLESS,
1971, p. 47 ). To the contrary, some geologist s believe th at th e
Wales shoal is Holocene in age, dating afte r 5000 BP, and
cons ists of sand transported from th e Yukon River by intense
currents through the Bering Strait (NELSON and CREAGER,
1977 ).
The northern Seward Pen insula coastal plain is mantled
by eolian silty sands. Pe rmafrost-dominated, this lowland
witnessed seve ral cycles of th aw lake formation during the
late Pleistocene and Holocen e (SAINSBURY, 1967; HOPKI NS,
1988; HOPKINS and KIDD, 1988 ). Little sediment ente rs the
Chukchi Sea from the sm all rivers draining the coastal plain
du e to low sediment concentrations and discharges (CREAGER
and McMANUS, 1966 ). Dark basaltic tephra that wa s eru pted
from the Esp enb er g maars (HOPKINS, 1988), which lie inland
on th e coastal plain, were incorporated in sand-loess shee t
and in th aw lake sediments exposed in the bluffs eas t of
Shishmaref Lagoon . Tephra-rich sands are ubiquitous in th e
20 km of beach sands from Sin geak and Cape Esp enb erg .
Maar derived sands a re not found on th e Shi shmaref Inlet
barrier islands, to the southwest, confirming that th e dir ection of prevailing littoral drift is to th e northeast.
Sand supply from th e updrift Kitluk River bluffs to Esp enberg may be quantified using photogrammetric estimates for
the la st 40 yr. Th e Kitluk bluffs, composed mostl y of ice rich
sandy silt, retreated at an averaged rate of 0.6 m yr " since
1949 (JORDAN, 1988). Extrapolating th is erosion rate over
4000 yr a nd subt ra cting th e ice and silt content, MASON
(1990, pp. 78-79) est imate d th at 11% of the sand at Esp enberg der ived from th e bluffs. In th eory, sa nd erod ed from the
Kitluk bluffs should a ppea r as geologically instantan eous deposit at th e sink of th e tran sport syste m, in view of arctic
sediment transport rates of 35-70 m yr - I (following SHORT,
1975 ) th at would move sand to th e Cape, < 35 km downdrift,
in < 100 yr, which is within the 1 sigma range of most radiocarbon ages . Progradati on at Cap e Espenb erg does not follow
as a direct re sult, however . Most bluff erosion is storm-induced and, typically , storm surges produce greater offshore
than long shore transport, as reported along the eas tern seaboard (NIEDERODA, 1985; VINCENT, 1986). Even low level
surges (1 m with 10-1 5 m sec 1 wind s) can effectively remove
sand below fair weather wave ba se to longer term storage
offshore, as measured in th e Canadian arcti c (HEQUETTE and
HILL, 1993 ). The role of permafrost thaw in generating bluff
collap se is unquantified but may be sign ificant , in view of th e
high percentage of ice within Kitluk bluff sediments . Large,
discret e stabilized slumps, of und et ermined origin , are visible
along the Kitluk coast.
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Due to the large reservoir of offshore sands in waters less
than 20 m deep, the Seward Peninsula coast is characterized
by the energy dissipative, planar, beach profiles common on
sandy coasts (WRIGHT et al., 1979; SHORT and HESP, 1982).
Such flat beach faces damp the energy of storm waves but
allow greater landward penetration of waves (LEATHERMAN
and ZAREMBA, 1987). The development of foredunes, washover deposits and transgressive dunes is favored within
sandy materials (RITCHIE and PENLAND, 1988). The translation of sand onshore and wind confuses any simple correspondence between linear ridges and former shore position.

Offshore Physiography and Sand Bodies Adjacent
Cape Espenberg
Cape Espenberg lies at the southern entrance to Kotzebue
Sound, a shallow embayment of the Chukchi Sea. The floor
of Kotzebue Sound is a gently sloping plain at the 20 m
bathymetric contour. The shallow Hope submarine valley
heads a few km northeast of Cape Espenberg. During the last
glacial period, the Hope Sea valley carried the discharge and
outwash sediment of the Kobuk and Noatak Rivers which
joined southwest of Hotham Inlet. Much closer to the Seward
Peninsula, a series of shore-parallel sand bars are 1.0-1.4 km
seaward north of Cape Espenberg, that are documented by
side-scanning sonar and high resolution seismic reflection
data (I-IUNTER and REISS, 1985). The nearest several offshore
bars lie on an isobath within 150 m of the shore and usually
damp onshore waves during storms. The side-scan data indicate a transition from sand to mud below -13 m (HUNTER
and REISS, 1985, p. 102). The character and chronology of the
marine deposits is outside the scope of this study, which is
limited to the terrestrial record. However, the development
of terrestrial beach ridge deposits requires the formation of
a subaqueous spit platform (FRIEDMAN and SANDERS 1978,
p. 311), which may form nearly contemporaneously with the
emergent beach ridges. The lack of subsurface core data for
Cape Espenberg precludes any stratigraphic or chronologie
details on the evolution of the spit platform which clearly
must have preceded the addition of the terrestrial ridges. The
process of spit platform formation is ongoing, as evident from
the shoals east of Cape Espenberg, observable at low tide.
The shoals could be an eroding, relict (pre-Holocene?) platform. If these shoals are modern spit platform deposits, then
the Espenberg spit is growing in a time transgressive, stepwise fashion, with deposits becoming younger in age west to
east.

Methods of Correlating and Dating Beach Ridges
Various scales (1:8,000; 1:30,000; 1:60,000) of false color
infrared air photographs are available (National Park Service, Anchorage and Geodata Center Geophysical Institute,
UAF) for the entire Cape Espenberg beach ridge plain (Figure
3). Some individual beach or dune ridges can be traced on the
aerial photos throughout the full 29 km of the beach ridge
plain. In this study, individual ridges are designated by number, beginning with the youngest, ridge 1 at the Chukchi Sea
coast and rising to the oldest ridge 21 at the landward or
lagoonward edge of the beach ridge plain. In places where
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ridges bifurcate, the subdivided ridges are lettered (e.g., 14-a,
14-b, 14-c, etc.). Sets of adjoining beach ridges with similar
morphology are clustered into depositional units, Unit I (the
oldest and farthest inland cluster) through Unit IV (youngest
adjoins coast) (Figure 4). The Espenberg beach ridge plain is
also subdivided longitudinally into five segments, segments
A through E, separated by rivers, surge channels or other
discontinuities (Fig. 4). In the text that follows we locate ridges by segment and number (e.g., E-14-a).
We traced individual ridges and delineated depositional facies on air photos and then conducted ground traverses during late June to early September in 1986-1993 across most
areas of the C and E segments and portions of the A and B
segments. Delineation of depositional facies relied on vegetational and topographic (drainage, scarp development, slope
breaks) differences as well as stratigraphic, pedologic and
granulometric characteristics.

Radiocarbon Dating
A total of 55 radiocarbon assays are available (Table 1) for
the Cape Espenberg region. A majority of samples are from
archaeological contexts (n = 32, 58%) in buried soils exposed
by blowouts or cutbanks, or recovered from subsurface test
excavations (SCHAAF, 1988; HARRITT, 1994. The collection biases of archaeologists favored charcoal over wood or other
materials; only one date was obtained on a tar of indurated
charred sand bound by sea mammal oils. Two samples were
mixtures of uncarbonized organics and wood. Geological samples (n = 23, 42%) derive from exposed subsurface peats, buried grass or humic horizons (n = 14,26%), buried driftwood
or wood debris (n = 4, 7%), marine shells (n = 5, 9%) from
cutbanks or from the surface of landward ridges.
In Table I 14C assays are reported both uncalibrated (14C
yrs BP) for comparison with the established body of dates and
calibrated following STUIVER et ale (1993). Dates on marine
materials are adjusted by a Delta R of 220 ± 60 by BetaAnalytic Laboratories or by 400 years, following MASON and
LUDWIG (1990), who paired marine and non-marine dates
from archaeological sites to estimate regional reservoir effects due to oceanic old carbon (STUIVER et al., 1993). A data
point for the carbon reservoir is a 14C age of 540 ± 200 BP
(W-2768) on a living gastropod from the Bering Sea (R. RowLAND, 1974, unpublished data). Fractionation analysis for a13 /
12C was run on several samples and increased the precision
of age estimates by 30-80 yr, a potentially significant amount
in calibrations. Calendar year intercepts and ranges are calculated from STUIVER and REIM (1993) and we use archaeological criteria to reject incongruous younger ranges (17th
to 20th centuries AD). To further correlation with other proxy
climate data (e.g., tree-rings, ice cores), radiocarbon ages are
presented with a calibrated calendar year format.

Tephra
The Aniakchak tephra, a well-dated and widespread ashfall, was found on five of the oldest dunes and provides an
upper age assignment of 4,000-3,400 BP for building of these
dunes (BEGETet al., 1992). The pale brown (10 YR 6/3) teph-
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph (1:46,666) of Cape Espenberg beach ridge complex showing dune and blowout ridges separated by swales which allow the
formation of ice-cored peat mounds (palsas). The mainland, to the south, consists of thaw lakes and Pleistocene sandsheet and/or loess deposits (original
photo: false color infrared at 1:60,000 from GeoData Center, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska).

ra, locally microfaulted and deformed but is only 1.0-1.5 em
in thickness.

Archaeological Remains
The regional cultural chronology is important in dating and
correlating of late Holocene sedimentary deposits in northwest Alaska. The cultural sequence extends over 4000 years
and represents the occupation of coastal Alaska by the ancestors of Yup'ik and/or Inupiat Eskimo people (GIDDINGS
and ANDERSON, 1986; DUMOND, 1987). The earliest, pan-regional archaeological horizon, dated to 4500-3500 BP, is
termed the Denbigh complex or Arctic Small Tool tradition
because of its distinctive micro-lithic technology, fire hearths,
circular dwellings and an absence of ceramics. After an oc-

cupation by Denbigh peoples, a succession of archaeological
cultures, termed Choris, Norton, Ipiutak, and Thule are distinguished sequentially, primarily on the basis of decorative
motifs on harpoon heads and ceramics, changes in the shape
of houses from round/oval to rectangular and subterranean,
with lithic artifacts increasingly made of ground slate.

Stratigraphy and Soil Development
Standard geoarchaeological recording procedures were followed to document stratigraphic successions in dune and
beach ridge cutbanks and trenches: primary structures, color
(Munsell format) and grain size characteristics were distinguished in measured sections photographed and sampled for
granulometric statistics (MASON, 1990).
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Figure 3. Continued.

Soil profile development in sandy sediments varies considerably with the stability of the surface. Thick surficial organic
(0 and/or A) horizons and silt accumulations form in stable
surfaces covered by crowberry (E mp et r um nigrums. In unstable areas that pond or dry seasonally, the oxidation of iron
grains produces a mottled, altered coating of individual
grains. Epi sodic ground water percolation displaces heavier
grains downward to produce tongue-like features; a process
of iron elluviation that eventually results in spodo sols and
secondary compounds such as goethite (PYE, 1983). Cryogenic
alteration is particularly common within the Espenberg ridges. Distinctive features such as soil or ice wedges, loading
structures and convoluted beds form primarily on better
drained ridges where a pronounced difference exists between
an impermeable lower, frozen layer and the upper seasonally
thawed/re-frozen zone at about 1-2 m depth (VAND E NBERGHE , 1989). Troughs and wedg es are common on ridges

that are 750 years or older. Such structures provide useful
information for climatic reconstructions; for instance, ice
wedge s indicate winter cooling of surficial soil to at least
-20 C and this gen erally requires a very thin snow cover
which results in cracking and later infilling by blowing snow
or sand.
0

Vegetation
The topography of the Cape Espenberg spit is governed in
large measure by plant community dynamics (MAS ON, 1990 ).
Dune ridges build vertically due to the high tolerance of
beach grass (E ly m us spp .) for burial by sa nd (30 em per annum) and it s ability to root deeply (several meters) and expand laterally by rhizomes (CHAPMAN, 1978; RANWELL,
1958, 1972 ). The vertical component imparted by beach grass
is matched by the horizontal nature of the root systems of
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Figure 4. Depositional units on Cape Espenberg spit, Unit I is th e earliest. OverblufT dune s atop the mainland, preceding Unit I date to 5800-5500 BP,
otherwise Unit I is within th e range 5000-3300 BP, Unit II from 3300-1700 BP, Unit III from 1700-1200 BP and Unit IV, younger than 1200 BP.

prostrate shrubs such as crowberry (E mp etr um nigrum) and
willow (Salix spp), The latter two species, intolerant of sand
burial, represent a stabilized surface and are favored as the
beach migrates seaward, isolating growth sites from the active sand source on the beach. Vegetational assemblages in
water-saturated swales consist of sedges and sphagnum and
tussock grasses. The contrasts between the different plant
communities are observable on near-infrared aerial photos
and provide a means to delineate depositional units.

Evolution of Wetlands and Lakes
On Cape Espenberg permafrost functions as an aquatard
in the otherwise well-drained sandy subtrate, maintaining
the high water table necessary for anaerobic conditions and,
hence, peat accumulation (PLUG, 1994). The low thermal conductivity of peat limits th e depth of summer thaw, leading to
shallow active layers in swales containing peat. Active layer
depths at Espenberg are 25 to 65 ern beneath peat and up to
1.6 m on dune ridges. Geomorphic features common to permafrost wetlands occur at Espenberg. Paisa are mounds up
to 6 m in diameter and 1.5 m high with cores of pore and
lens ice formed over many years by repeated migration of
water towards the freezing front (SEPPALA, 1986). Paisa develop in swales > 1000 yrs old, where peat depth has reached
at least 40 em, Many paisa at Espenberg contain peat-covered
logs and wood fragments deposited during storm surges when
swales were at or near the coast; a sample (13-67697) dated
to 980 ::!:: 60 BP (983-1272 cal AD) was recovered ejected from
a pals. Frost mounds are lobate forms up to 20 m in diameter
and 1.4 m high, with cores of massive columnar ice that
formed rapidly over one to several freeze seasons (POLLARD,
1988). Espenberg frost blisters are distributed in swales
< 2000 yrs old where permafrost table is below the peat/sand
contact which permits the injection of water under hydrostatic pressure through unfrozen sand during freeze up. Double ridges of buckled peat in swales > 3000 yrs old are surface

expressions of ice wedge growth. The photos also display a
disorganized pattern of ridge that seem to represent the disrupted surface expression of a system of ice wedge polygons.
To the ground observer, these features present themselves as
discontinuous, slightly sinuous peat ridges 10 to 20 ern high
that trend either normal or parallel to swale axes.
The palsa and the peat ridges impede the flow of water
and, where developed they confine tracts of sedge marsh.
Bacterial decay in these areas of confined surface water leads
to localized peat degradation, to widespread decoupling of
peat from the sandy substrate, and thus to the formation of
string bogs. The disorganized character of the peat ridge s
suggest a decoupling from underlying ice wedges in frozen
sand, probably by expansion of ice in the floating bogs, during
winter.
Continuing peat degradation leads ultimately to the formation of sandy bottomed pools, ponds and lakes ranging in
area from a few m 2 to several km-, The larger lakes are
rimmed by ice push peat ramparts up to 50 em high and a
meter across and some lakes span the width of several
swales. Lakes expand, to a limited extent, by the thawing of
adjacent permafrost, but the low ice content of frozen sand is
probably responsible for the lack of large scale thaw lake formation, as compared with to the lakes on the silty upland
surface (HOPKINS, 1988). Even large lakes, of several km 2 in
area (RACINE, 1977) are shallow, generally < 3 m in depth.
Swale lake levels reflect the level of ground water table; 15
to 20 ern below the peat surface during the dry July-August
1993. In intra-dune ponds, the source of the water is largely,
if not entirely, precipitation, with seasonally high evaporation leading to fluctuations in lake level. Former strandlines
are easily recognized within swale ponds and complete desiccation of some ponds has occurred in some blowout basins.
Variation in altitude above groundwater table and distance
from the sea contribute to differences in lake-margin and bottom vegetation. The geomorphic evolution of the Cape Espen-
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berg wetlands has been time-dependent and differences in
the abundance and size of palsa, peat ridges and string bogs
and lakes provide clues to the correlation of ridges and ridge
sets (PLUG and MANN, 1994).

Blowout Evolution
With increasing age, the coastal dunes at Espenberg undergo several changes in morphology (MASON, 1990). Blowouts develop as dune economy shifts from sand surplus to
sand deficit and as sand-burial intolerant prostrate shrubs
replace burial tolerant grasses. Diverse sizes and a complex
inter-connected topography of blowouts results on ridges on
ridges 500-800 years old, occasionally producing scalloped
dune residua, similar to the evolved foredunes of eastern
Australia described by I-IESP (1984, 1988). Ridges over 1500
years old show multiple generations of blowouts, revealed by
exposed buried soils and nested blowout basins and > 1.5 m
of blowout erosion beneath 2500 year old surfaces.

lANDSCAPE OF THE CAPE ESPENBERG BEACH
RIDGE PlAIN
The Cape Espenberg beach-ridge plain is divided into five
segments by major streams and tidal channels (Figures 3,4).
Wave refraction at the mouths of cross-cutting channels and
drainages has deflected the accreting ridges and, consequently, the pattern, number and spacing of ridges varies from one
segment to another. A small stream divides the westernmost,
wedge shaped Segment A from Segment B. Both lie west of
the Espenberg River and abut against the mainland. The Espenberg River forms the westernmost boundary of the C segment and a tidal channel that drains east into the lagoon
forms its landward boundary. The eastern Segments C and
E originated as barrier islands that were separated from the
mainland by the Espenberg River and from each other by a
major tidal inlet that is now filled by Segment D. Nearly half
of the longitudinal extent of the Espenberg beach ridges lies
in the insular E segment.
Along its western attachment to the mainland, the Espenberg spit is bounded by a slight scarp (5-7 m MSL) that forms
the contact with the older Pleistocene deposits of the mainland. The mainland topography consists of numerous circular
or oval thaw lakes and the marshy basins of drained lakes
interspersed with polygonal tundra. By contrast, the Espenberg beach ridge plain is formed by discrete shore parallel
ridges, separated by inter-ridge swales of variable width. The
ridge and swale sequence records a progradational sequence
since the Holocene stabilization of sea level.
For ridge designations we follow the conventions set by
GIDDINGS (1963) who numbered ridges at nearby Cape Krusenstern sequentially landward from the modern beach,
no. 1.
Three types of shore-parallel terrestrial ridges occur at Espenberg. Smooth ridges (=berm or planar beach ridges) are
low in elevation, 1.5 to 2.0 m above sea level, and lack substantial sand dunes but may contain traces of former blowout
basins. Smooth ridges show bedding inclined seaward and
because berm ridges are above most spring tides, some measure of storm-influenced elevation of water level must be in-
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volved in their origin. Berm ridges forming at the crest of the
swash zone during waning tidal periods commonly reach elevations of only 50 to 55 cm. Dune ridges are accretional
forms, bell-shaped in cross-section, with slopes up to 30° that
are generally 5 to 6 m in height, but which may extend >20
m in elevation if cliffhead dunes form on eroded scarps. Blowout ridges are a degraded form of dune ridge and form as a
consequence of the disruption of the vegetation cover on dune
ridges resulting from storm surge attack, trampling, fire,
plant mortality, etc. (MASON, 1990). Blowouts even form on
the dunes adjacent the beach.
The two principal types of ridges correspond to different
depositional environments. Smooth ridges primarily record
marine influences during waning high water levels. Dune
(and blowout) ridges require (a) a supply of sand on the backbeach, (b) high winds capable of moving the sand, (c) moisture
conditions that allow it to be moved (GREELEY and IVERSEN,
1985); and (d) the occurrence of sand capturing plants (PYE,
1983a; HESP, 1984). The first two conditions develop best
with stormy conditions prevailing at present in late July to
September. Dune-building is a multi-seasonal process. Storm
surges occur with greatest frequency in September to November (WISE et al., 1981), while sand movement and deposition
in the back beach may occur in late winter. For example, as
sand is delivered onto the back beach by autumn storm washovers, it is then available for wind re-transport during the
winter (RITCHIE and PENLAND, 1988; CARTER, 1986). Ridges
without dunes, by contrast, indicate comparatively less windy
conditions, saturation of sediments by rain or groundwater
or an absence of grasses, if ridge soils remain too saline (GODFREY, 1977; GODFREY et al., 1979). Fair weather (and calmer
post-storm) conditions prevailing in J uly/August generate
part of the deposition of berm ridge accretion. Narrow beach
width and heightened dune growth are correlates of an erosional regime (CLARK and ELIOT, 1983; PSUTY, 1988), as exists at present in parts of the beach ridge plain. On the Cape
Espenberg beach ridge, beach width is narrow in the A, B
and C segments, coincident with higher dunes, while wider
beaches occur in the prograding D and E segments (MASON,
1990).

DRIFf-ALIGNED COASTAL EVOLUTION AT
CAPE ESPENBERG
The Cape Espenberg beach ridge plain has both a swash
aligned (onshore transported) and drift aligned (long shore
transported) character (ORFORD et al., 1991) in relation to
wave trains. In its west and middle portions Cape Espenberg
is swash aligned while in the east it is drift aligned which
reflects the refraction of wave trains along the coast. The
number of discrete ridges and the vertical height of coastal
dunes also varies longitudinally, west to east. Only five ridges are evident in the westernmost A segment, while twelve
are apparent in the middle C segment and up to 20 principal
ridges and 20 additional sub-ridges form in the easternmost
E segment. The highest portion of the Espenberg beach ridge
plain is in the west; the most seaward dunes attain elevations
of 20 m in the B segment, but decrease to 14 m in the C
segment and 3 m at the terminus of the E segment. The en-
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Tab le 1. Radiocarbon ages from Cape Espenberg.
Ridge
Number

Lab.
No.

"C Yrs.

Calibrated Age

BP

BC/AD

Material, Archaeological or Geological
Site, em below surface, or ASL

[over la pping 1 sigma va lue s shown in bold for KTZ-I0I J
E-2c

13-28196

100 :!: 90

E-2c

13-28 197

200 :!: 70

E-2c

13-17967

210 :!: 60

E-2c

13-28022

240 :!: 70

E-2c

13-28019

260 :!: 50

E-2c

13-28021

290 :!: 90

Average of th e series n = 5:

247 :!: 33

Uni t IV
1647-1 955
Is: 1673-1 779, 180 1- 1943, 1953- 1955
1523-1955
Is: 1650-1695, 1727-18 13, 1920-1954
1650-1955
Is: 1650-1686, 1732-1809, 1927- 1954
1487 (1660 ) 1954
I s: 1638- 1680, 1742-1 750,1758-1 806, 1937-1 954
1493-1 954
I s: 1638-1669,1 782-1 797,1 948-1 952
1436- 1954
I s: 1488--1671, 1780- 1799, 1945- 1953
1534-1954
Is: 1647-1668, 1783-1 796, 1949- 1952
2s: 1534-1538 , 1636-1 677, 1776-1 804 , 1939-1 954

Wood, KTZ-101, 90
Cha rcoa l, KTZ-I 0l , 72
Ch arc oal , KTZ-101 , 80
Wood, KTZ-I0 1, 110-130
Wood, KTZ-IOl , 94
Wood, KTZ-101, 114

Ridges A-3 and C-2 are correlative with E-3b /4, cres tal elevation of &5 is 3.5 to 6.0 m ASL, surface at KT Z-87 is about 3.5 m ASL, Fr3b and E-4 are 3.5 to
4.0 m ASL. C-2 is up to 4 m
1331-1650 AD
A-3
13-1 7959
430 ± 80
Charcoal, KTZ· 148; 29- 32 in
I s: 1423-1 520,1592-1622
cutba nk, Fea . 4
1325-1491 AD
Gra ss, Geologica l, 125
13-23172
500 ± 60
A·5
13-17970
1297-1627 AD
500 ± 80
Charcoal & unca rboni zed orC·2
I s: 1297- 1524 ,1564- 67,1576-1 627
ga nics, KTZ· 130, 95
1263-1475 AD
E-3b
13-17965
590 :!: 90
Charcoa l, KTZ-69, 28
E-4
13-28195
300 :!: 50
1452- 1955 AD
Wood, KTZ-88, 150
I s: 1519-1594, 1622- 1656
310 :!: 80
E-4
13-17963
1436-1954 AD
Cha rcoa l, KTZ-88, 46
I s: 1484-1 664
E-4
1430-1640 AD
420 :!: 50**
Wood, KTZ·88, Geological , 1 m
13·49 16 1
I s: 1442-1515, 1599- 16 17
390 ± 50
ASL
420 :!: 70
1406-1 648 AD
Sh ell, surfa ce, Geological , dune
13-23 169
E·4
cres t , ca. 4 m ASL
730 :!: 100
1065- 1416 AD
Wood, KTZ·88, 77
13·28013
E·4
Is: 12 17- 1324, 1353-1357 ,1 367-1388
E-5
440 :!: 60
1406-1635 AD
Charc oa l, KTZ-87 , 73
13·28194
I s: 1406-1 532, 1545-1635
1213- 1410 AD
13-28006
700 :!: 70
E·5
Cha rcoa l, KTZ·87 , 68
720 :!: 70
1208- 1405 AD
Cha rcoa l, KTZ-87, 86
13-28009
E·5
13-28011
730 :!: 90
1154-1411 AD
E·5
Charcoa l, KTZ·87, 91
13-2801 3
730 :!: 100
1065-1416 AD
E·5
Wood, KTZ·87 , 77
1 sigma: 1217-1324, 1353-1 357, 1367-1 388
E-5
1038-1378 AD
Wood/charcoal, KTZ·87, 86
13·28008
790 ± 70
1 sigma: 1209-1 287
E-5

13·49159

790 ± 90

E·5

13-28007

1,020 ± 120

E·5

13·20028

E-5

13·49158

E-5

13·49162

E·5 /6

13·49 160

E·5/6

13-67697

C·4/5

13· 17969

E· 8

13·28024

1,520 ± 60*
(1,120 ± 60)
1,655 :!: 55*
(& = 220 ± 50)
2,005 ± 60*
(& = 220 :!: 50)
300 ± 60
220 ± 60
980 ± 60**
935 ± 72
1,010 ± 90

1,300 ± 70

Weighted Average of KTZ·87 ages : 1221 (1283) 1379 AD
1029- 1392 AD
1029-1 144,11 45-1329, 1347- 1392
774- 1276
I s: 896-922,942-1159, 1181-1 185
777- 1024 AD
813-1130 AD
458-775 AD

1523-1954 AD
1 sigma : 1647--83, 1734- 1807, 1934- 54
983- 1272 AD
783- 1219
783-787,871-1219
Unit III
610-940 AD
610-621,638-894,927-940
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Plant detritu s, Geological,
beach facies , 1.3 m ASL
Wood/charcoal , KTZ·87, u pper
dune , 86
She ll, Geological, surface
Shell, Geologica l, 1.6 m ASL,
seaward (E)
Shell , Geologica l, 1.0 m ASL,
lagoon as pect (W)
Pea t, Geological 0-5 cmbs,
over lies eolia n facies
Wood discharged from peat
mou nd , Geological , 2 m ASL
Charcoal, KTZ-115, blowout basin

Cha rcoa l, KTZ-157, u pper
dun e , 65
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Table 1. Continued.
14C Yrs.
BP

Ridge
Number

Lab.
No.

E-8

B-28198

1,360 ± 90

539-884 AD

E-8

B-28026

1,410 ± 60

540-767 AD

Calibrated Age
BC/AD

540-694,699~712,748-767

Material, Archaeological or Geological
Site, em below surface, or ASL
Charcoal, KTZ-157, upper
dune, 45
Wood/charcoal, KTZ-157, upper
dune, 58

Weighted Average of KTZ-157 ages: 607-772 AD

B-7

B-70640

1,740 ± 50

159-423 AD

E-9110

B-67698

2,830 ± 80**
2,787 ± 90

1194-798 BC

E-14a

B-23171

1,640 ± 80

E-14a

B-76269

2,050 ± 80

E-14

B-17968

2,285 .::: 90

E-14

B-17962

2,340 ± 80

E-14a

13-76268

2,420 ± 90

E-14
E-14

B-17966
13-17961

2,500 ± 90
2,660 ± 110

C-I0

B-33760

2,530 ± 130

C-10

B-33759

2,790 ± 80

B-9

B-17972

790-386 BC

Charred fat, KTZ-133, surface

E-14c

B-76271

2,850 ± 70*
(2,450 ± 70)
3,210 ± 120

1745-1170 BC

E-14c

13-76270

4,540 ± 90°
(4,140 ± 90)

2583-1873 BC

Grass stringer, base of dune,
+120 em ASL
Shell from 3 ern thick bed atop
beach facies, +40 em ASL

B-15

B-57300

1,050 ± 50

E-14115

B-67699

E-15

B-76272

2,800 ± 60**
2,774 ± 72
3,270 ± 70

E-18
E-20
E-20
B-15

B-33758
B-23170
B-57301

E-20/21

B-67696

4,500 ± 80
4,437 ± 90

3363-2885 BC

B-15

B-57302

5,650 ± 80

4691-4335 BC

Unit II
239-618 AD
264-272,340-538
210 BC-AD 120

753-93 BC
753-658, 586-583, 521-461,448-109,99-93 BC
760-174 BC
760-629,591-200,186-174 BC
795-360 BC
814-389 BC
1048-413 BC
1048-1038,1014-496,493-480,470-413BC
967-262 BC
1207-796 BC
1207-1202,1189-1176,1156-1142,1128-1118,1111-796

Organic sediment, buried soil,
Geological, - 80 em bs
Peat, Geological, 1.5 m ASL

Grass, Geological, lower dune,
+90 em ASL
Detrital organics, Crowberry
(?) from deformed bed, + 120
cmASL
Charcoal, KTZ-109, paleosol, 82
Charcoal, KTZ-79, paleosol, 78
Grass, at present MHHW, +40
cmASL
Charcoal KTZ-98, paleosol, 40
Charcoal, KTZ-79, paleosol, 64
Charcoal, KTZ-127, paleosol,
250
Charcoal, KTZ-127, 250

Weighted Average of KTZ-122 ages: 1009-787 Be

13-19643

3,570
3,750
3,700
4,120

± 100
± 80
± 90
± 80

Unit I
891-1151 AD
1116-803 BC
1690-1405 BC
2196-1624
2449-1888
2400-1775
2893-2466

BC
BC
BC
BC

Detrital organics, Geological,
25 to 28, blowout cutbank
Basal Peat in swale, Geological,
1.0 m ASL
Driftwood, + 70 em above MSL,
storm deposit
Charcoal, KTZ-96, paleosol, 20
Charcoal, KTZ-122, paleosol, 35
Grass, Geological, + 50 MHW
Detrital organics, Geological
113-125, probe inside blowout
Betulaeae twigs in situ atop
peat in swale, Geological, 1.5
mASL
Detrital organics, Geological,
111-114. soil probe, outside
blowout

Radiocarbon ages are calibrated using Stuiver and Reimer (993), two sigma range given. Samples with old marine carbon are calibrated after subtracting
400 yrs. Geological samples are noted; otherwise samples are from archaeological contexts (locations in SCHAAF, 1988; HARRITT, 1994). An asterisk (*)
marks the subtraction of 400 years based on the marine carbon correction inferred by Mason and Ludwig (1990). Samples are uncorrected for 13C/12C
fractionation, except as noted by asterisks (**) and bold corrected values. Dune elevations atop beach ridges are variable, especially on E-5 and E-14
ridges.
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Figure 5. Oblique ae r ial view of Ca pe Espenb er g spit showing tr an sgr essive du nes (U nit IV) in foreground a nd prominent surge cha nnels across Unit
Ill.

tire B segment once ext end ed farther to th e west, judging
from its truncation by recent erosion.
The Espenberg beach ridge plain (Figures 3, 4) sh ifts radically in direction 5 km eas t of the Espenb erg River and th e
C segment; eventually it is oriented southeas terly at 120°.
The shift in coastal orientation at the C segment to a re-curv ed shape reflects chan ges in long shore transport and
storm surge effects. Evidence for thi s action may be th e
storm-related ice push and wallow features (HUME and
SCHALK, 1964) observed in June 1989 on th e back beach of
th e C segment but not on th e downdrift E segment. East of
th e C segment, transport energy markedly decelerates and
favor s deposition. As not ed earlier , the E segme nt was formerly an island isolated by a 1 km wide channel, now filled,
th at sepa rate d segments C and E. Thi s infilled channel, now
delin eated by recurved rid ges, acted as a temporary sediment
sink which must be filled or bypassed.
Indi vidual ridg es bifurcate towards the terminus of the
Ca pe Espenb erg spit (Figure 3), following th e model of berm
ridg e development proposed by HINE (1979 ) for spits in Massa ch use tts. The amount of sediment deposited varies with
sto rm and tidal range (nea p us. spring) coupl ed with the ability of waves to overtop pr eceding deposits. At the spit terminus, berm rid ges build at spring high water and are separated by wide swale s becau se incre ase d beach deposition follows a decr ea se in the long shore tra ns port of sediment and
a cha nge in shoreline orientation.
The heights of ind ividual ridges also vary in the landward

direction (Figure 5). Five dune ridges (E-1 to E-5), up to 6 m
high , are within 0.5 km of the sea whil e isolat ed dune ridges
are farther inl and , between 0.68-0.74 km inland (E-8 ridge),
1.49- 1.53 km (E-12 ridge ) and 1.7-1.9 km (E-14 ridge) from
the sea . Oth erwise, the most of the B and E segment Espenberg ridg es are low in elevation; 1.5 to 2.0 m above MSL,
twice the 50 yr storm surge height calcul ated for Shi shmaref
by J ORDAN (1990). An unknown variable is th e exte nt of sand
tran sfer into swales during deflation of dunes and blowout
erosion.
The Espenberg dunes are partially tran sgr essive, but most
remain largely anchored atop beach ridge nuclei by vertical
accretions of beach grass. In some cases, rid ges build by blowout erosion and crestal overbluff depositi on (sensu CARTER et
al ., 1990, p. 244). Transgressive dun es are especially promi nent where th e E-14 overbluff dun e cap s an earlier erosiona l
disconformity, th e E-5 ridg e exte nds over th e older, low E-6
rid ge, E-2c covers E-3a , and th e recent 19th century dune E-1
overtops E-2, the 17th century dune ama lga m.

DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE CAPE
ESPENBERG BEACH RIDGE PLAIN
Four units describe the horizont al stra tigraphy of Cap e Espenb erg. Depositional unit designat ions follow geological
practice, using Roman numerals in an oldest to youngest ascending numeration (Figures 3, 4). Unit I formed before 4500
BP until ca. 3300 BP; Unit II from 3300 to 1700 BP; Unit III
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between 1700 and 1200 BP and Unit IV after 1200 BP to the
present. The four units at Cape Espenberg reflect alternations between conditions of high wind and/or storm intensity
and those of less storm intensity.
Eustatic sea level fluctuations may alter the availability of
sediment in the near shore zone. Along the North Sea coast
the eustatic effects of the Little Ice Age may have lowered
sea level up to 1 m (TOOLEY, 1985; CHRISTIANSEN and BowMAN, 1986) and led to the exposure of submarine sand ridges,
providing sand for dune formation. In the Chukchi Sea, sea
level was temporarily elevated by storms during the Little
Ice Age, as inferred from shell beds> 1 m ASL. The contribution of glacier expansion to the depression of world wide
sea levels during the Little Ice Age is difficult to gage, but
KUHN (1993) calculates that all existing small glaciers would
yield only 33 to 60 em to sea level world-wide and contribute
about lh of the 15 em sea level rise of the last hundred years.
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ever, considering that sea level was up to 1 m below present
levels, the preservation of Unit I must be due to the predominance of dunes atop the beach ridge facies. All the Unit I
ridges are well drained and commonly have oxidized surface
and buried B soil horizons (see below). Overall, these pedogenic characteristics reflect a persistent down-profile percolation of groundwater, resulting in a homogeneous reddening
of the sands with occasional tongues of coarser particles
which delineate the process. Unit I was truncated by the emplacement of Unit II, a younger aged single composite ridge,
laterally traceable along the entirety of the Espenberg beach
ridge plain. In places, the dunes of Unit II transgress Unit I.
Along the southern, lagoonal shore of the E segment, the oldest portions of Unit I ridges are eroded, implying that the
earliest deposits at Espenberg may be better preserved under
the surface of other segments.

Stratigraphy
Unit I: Rapid Progradation during 5000-3400 BP
Unit I circumscribes from three (C segment) to ten (E segment) berm and low dune ridges, attached to the mainland
on the west and as islands backed by a shallow lagoon of
Kotzebue Sound in the eastern C and E segments. Unit I
ridges in the C segment formed along a tidal channel flowing
from the Espenberg River, emptying into a lagoon of Kotzebue Sound, as evident from a small subtidal delta. A large
tidal inlet, 1 km wide, formed between the C and E segments
and constructed a large flood tidal delta on the landward side;
the D segment did not exist at the time.
The onset of beach accretion, perhaps preceding the deposition of the Uni t I beach ridges, may be inferred from organic
material buried beneath dunes that transgress the low mainland bluffs behind the B segment and now are 4-5 m ASL.
These bluffs are notched by several swales that head in basins of former thaw lakes. Some swales that continue onto
the beach ridge plain to join surge channels may record as
yet undated late Holocene lake-drainage events. An augur
hole yielded a layer of organic debris, the remains of a former
vegetated surface, which overlies the Pleistocene silt of which
the bluffs are composed. The organic layer which dates 5650
± 80 BP ((3-57302) [4691-4335 cal BC] must have been buried by sand blown up from a beach. The associated sea-level
elevation is uncertain, but probably was several meters below
modern level. Most likely, the first offshore bars and ridges
were accumulating on the now most landward portions of
Cape Espenberg. Unit I is wider in the western segments,
especially the B segment, and records a coastal orientation
trending 15° to the southeast (Figures 3, 4). This orientation
differs from that of the younger depositional units (i.e., Units
II to IV) in the B segment which trend 10° to the northeast.
In the easternmost E segment, ridges in Unit I spread spokelike to the southeast and swale width increases markedly,
averaging 54 m. Although few of the eastern Unit I ridges
have cross-cutting surge channels, large polygonal lakes have
developed within several of the wider swales. Some lakes
flood neighboring swales and ridges.
Some of the earliest eastern Unit I ridges are as much as
5 ill above MSL, but most are only <2-3 m above MSL. How-

Unit I dunes generally lack primary bedding structures
and shell that would reflect deposition by marine agencies
(i.e., swash or storms); marine facies are decimeters below
mean sea level. Evidence from Shishmaref Inlet peats place
sea level at least 0.5 m to 1.0 m below the base of Unit I.
Driftwood in some ridges is at present MHHW; assuming
comparable paleo-storm heights, the elevation reflects a lower eustatic sea-level. Post-depositional alteration by the 1 m
thick, laterally extensive Bs soil horizons extends throughout
nearly all Unit I dunes. Persistent groundwater percolation
has caused the breakdown and down-profile transport of iron
compounds, i.e., spodsolization, outlined by tongues of dark
minerals even in the middle of flat ridges. Platy ferricrete
soil horizons form in some areas of the soils; commonly where
groundwater is discharged adjacent to an eroding channel
bank. Ferricretes record seasonally dry conditions and, theoretically, a comparatively warm climate, as noted by FYE
(1983).
Two laterally extensive buried soils on the oldest 5 m high
E-20-c ridge record surface stability and warmer climates.
The lower buried soil varies in elevation from 1.2 m to 3.0 m
above MSL, delineating ancient pedogenetic activity extending 50-70 em beneath a former ground surface. Unweathered
sand, up to 1.0 m thick, separates it from the upper buried
soil about 1.0 m below the modern dune surface. Both soils
alternate between (a) thin « 5 mm) laminae, composed of
unaltered sand and (b) compact beds of dark reddish brown
(2.5YR 2.5/4) or dusky red (2.5YR 2.5/2) silty sand. This alternation reflects seasonal inputs of eolian sand over a stabilized vegetation cover. At one locality, over 24 discrete laminae were discerned in a unit only a 10 em, implying that
eolian events were frequent but had little impact on the vegetation. The lowermost buried soil is deformed by involutions,
small desiccation cracks and larger wedge structures infilled
with younger sediments and organic fragments. The high
number of wedge casts and convolute bedding in exposures
on the ridge implies that a recurring process is involved-likely cryogenic in origin (VANDEBERGHE, 1988), although seismic shaking and/or soft-sediment deformation due to large
mammal traffic are possible explanations (ALLEN, 1982).
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Dating
Chronometric data is available from three different contexts within Unit I: organic detritus from dunes or swales,
tephra from buried soil horizons and archaeological charcoal.
A geological assignment of 4500 ± 80 BP (13-67696) or
3363-2885 cal BC for the lower age limit on Unit I derives
from dwarf shrub tBetulaceae or Salicaceae ) twigs within a
peat in a wide swale between the E-20-c and the eroded E-21
ridge . Because salt-spray intolerant shrubs are a secondary
succession on dunes this sample dates a surface that postdates spit formation by several hundred and formed at an
unspecifiable elevation ( ± 1 m) above sea level. Thus, the
onset of spit building and dune formation at Cape Espenberg
must predate 4500 BP by several centuries.
The termination date of dune deposition within Unit I at
Espenberg can be estimated by a tephra which caps five dune
ridges, E-20-c to E-15 . The tephra bed was deposited on the
E-20-c ridge within the lower buried soil, at heights varying
from 1.0 to 3.5 m above MSL, yet 1 to 2 m below the present
surface. The pale brown (10 YR 6/3) tephra is laterally continuous for several hundred m but is only 1.0-1.5 cm in thickness. BEGET et al. (1992) identify the tephra as a distal facies
of the Alaska Peninsula Aniakchak eruption dated at numerous SW Alaska localities between 4000 and 3400 BP
(MILLER and SMITH, 1987; RIEHLE et al., 1987). A grass sample from the E-20-a ridge serves as an additional constraint
on the lower age limit of the Aniakchak eruption and the time
of soil formation within the dunes of Unit I. The grass, from
a series of beds 50 em above SL (= MHHW) , yielded a 14C
date of 3700 ± 90 BP (13-23170 ) or 2400-1775 cal BC. Driftwood from beach ridge facies underlying the E-15 ridge date
to 3270 ± 70 BP (13-76272) or 1690-1405 cal BC underlying
the Aniakchak tephra, providing a upper limiting age of 1400
cal BC on Unit I. Peat formation within the P-15 /14 swale
started around 2800 ± 60 BP (13-67699), or 1116-803 cal BC,
following the construction of Unit I by several centuries.
Archaeological sites on Unit I ridges are blowout exposed
scatters of artifacts of the Denbigh complex (GIDDINGS and
ANDERSON, 1986). Two loci are associated with a buried soil
35 ern below surface on the C-12-b ridge. An AMS assay on
charcoal from the buried soil yielded a date of 3750 ± 80 BP
(13-33758) or 2449-1888 cal BC (H ARRITI, 1994, 127). Farther
east on the E-18 ridge, a date of 3570 ± 100 BP (13-19643),
or 2196-1624 cal BC, was obtained from a charcoal concentration 12-21 cm below surface associated with culturally
produced fire-cracked rock (SCHAAF, 1988, 281 ). Both ages
also provide upper limiting ages on the formation of the
dunes and soils in Unit I.

Interpretation
The future accretion of the Espenberg beach ridge plain
was heralded by the deposition of wind-blown sand on the
low bluffs behind the westernmost A and B segments 65005000 years ago. The more southeastward orientation of Unit
I beach ridges in the A and B segments suggest that the Kitluk River coast at that time extended 1 or 2 km farther seaward than at present (Figu re 7). Before 5000 cal yrs BP the
bluffs landward of the B segment were subject to the occa-

sional draining of several thaw lakes, several of which initiated surge channels across the Espenberg beach ridge plain.
In the C segment, the first beach ridges were added atop a
low tidal flat at the entrance to Kotzebue Sound while a tidal
inlet was maintained between the Espenberg River and the
lagoon to the south. Beach ridges added on the easternmost
insular E segment predate 5200 cal yrs BP or 3350 cal BC
and were deposited at an indeterminate elevation (possibly
several meters) below the herbaceous shrubs that formed in
a swale landward of the sea.
Considering the inferred > 1 m of rise of sea level since
Unit I times (MASON and JORDAN, 1994), its original surface
probably had relatively high dunes separated by wide swales.
Hence, the ridges of Unit I reflect a combination of persistent
winter and/or fall winds, high sand supply and infrequent or
low energy fall storms. Three eolian pulses and two soil forming periods followed beach ridge deposition in Unit I, as the
E-20-c stratigraphy records. First, an initial low dune built,
in places, to > 3 m above MSL, altered by 1 m of spodsolization in the lower soil followed by a period of eolian activity
and then stabilization that produced the upper soil, and finally, deposition of an uppermost overbluff dune constructed
by winds that removed sand from the lagoon beach. The spodsolic lower buried soil suggests that warmer than modern
temperatures prevailed 2300-1500 cal BC. The uppermost
buried soil tentatively correlates with the buried soil on the
B-8 ridge dated to cal AD 200-400.
Localized dune building in the eastern part of Unit I (E
segment) continued after 1500 cal BC, perhaps caused by
high sediment input due to proximity to the CIDIE tidal inlet
and/or brief periods of stormy or windy conditions. Alternatively, the construction of the 5 m high E-20-a-b-c dune ridges
may reflect the cumulative effects of episodic eolian events
during throughout the last 4000 years, involving only winds
from the south that eroded older ridges. During a storm in
August 1988 southerly winds produced high water levels that
undercut the E-20-c ridge; a precondition for subsequent overbluff eolian deposition at this southern margin of the Espenberg spit.
Unit I contains numerous large lakes, some of which extend across more than one swale, so that low submerged ridges can be traced across the lakes. Many of the lakes display
abandoned shorelines which record slightly higher past lake
levels. Some lakes emptied catastrophically, eroded by marine-derived wave erosion as evident from outlets draining
south, toward the lagoon . In one case, a drained lake in Unit
I connects with an gap in the younger Unit II ridge set produced by a storm surge during Unit II times. A decades to
centuries-long interval of high precipitation could have produced higher lake levels and may also explain the intensity
of groundwater percolation and soil formation on Unit I ridges. Drained thaw lakes on the mainland bluff above the B
segment might also be correlative with the conditions inferred for Unit I times. This period of higher lake levels in
Unit I is associated with climatic events, for example, glacial
expansion, during Unit II times.
Where Unit I ridges intersected tidal channels or rivers,
slightly recurved ridges were produced. The flow of water
through some of these inlets was considerable; some inlets
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are more than 1 km in width. Channel widths between Unit
I ridges are much larger than modern channel widths. Inlet
openings are maintained by tidal and/or storm energies
(MCGOWEN and SCOTT, 1975; BRUUN, 1978). The intensity
of tidal or storm energies that passed through the DIE inlet
may be gauged by the extensive flood tide delta deposited
landward of the DIE channel. The age of the flood tide delta
is undetermined. The offset of this channel lead to the more
easterly ridge orientation of Unit I. The configuration of the
DIE channel has undergone drastic alteration since Unit I
times. Recurved ridges preserve its former trend on the C
segment but are lacking from the eastern E segment; hence,
northwesterly wave action of the inlet must have eroded this
portion during Unit II (similar erosional scarping is noticeable on the Unit IV dunes in this channel). Current strength
through the inlet probably increased after 3500 BP due to a
differing storm and wave climate regime.

Unit II: The Older Choris/Norton Dunes,
3300-1700 BP
Unit II is a composite dune ridge that rises to about 9 m
above asl and lies 1.5 to 1.8 km from the modern shore (Figures 2, 3). In most places, Unit II consists of a single topographic ridge about 75 m wide (B-9 = C-10 = E-14 (but is
not present in the younger D segment) but on eastern Cape
Espenberg it divides into three individual beach ridges
(E-14a-b-c) totaling over 150 m wide, reflecting the process
of berm ridge addition near an inlet mouth (sensu HINE,
1979). In many places the Unit 11/1 contact is hidden beneath
Unit II dunes that transgress onto Unit I beach ridges and
there may actually be no Unit II beach ridge (i.e., marine
facies) in most places.
Localized areas on the Unit II ridges have undergone several episodes of blowout evolution to produce interconnected
basins laterally continuous for over 300 m. As many as four
buried A soil horizons or are traceable in the deepest blowout
basins. Many blowout basins contain permanent ponds, while
others show evidence of seasonal ponding. Seasonal desiccation of these ponds produces a characteristic subsurface mottling due to oxidation of the iron-rich sands.

Stratigraphy and Dating
(a) Stratigraphy Revealed in Natural Exposures. A cutbank
across the east end of the Espenberg spit permits a subdivision of the E-14-abc ridge into a sequence of seven events,
based on differences in sedimentary structures, soil development and organic content (Figure 7). Shell and drift wood
beds are up to 50 em above MSL on the landward, earlier
portions of the cutbank. An obliquely bedded beach berm facies (+ 50 em ASL) markedly coarser in grain size (unit a) is
capped by a 3 cm thick shell bed atop the berm with a corrected age of 2583-1873 cal BC (r3-76270) below a grass
bound dune that formed during 1745-1158 cal BC (3210 ±
120 BP, r3-76271). The overlap between the two ages, 18701750 cal BC, provides a lower limiting age for Unit II. The
earliest dune sedimentation, levels (b) and (c), consisted of
sub-horizontal layers of grass separated by thin « 2 cm
thick) sand beds, with an age of 2420 ± 90 BP (r3-76268) or

795-360 cal BC at its base. The low dune formed by unit b
was capped by a buried organic horizon (unit d) containing
silt and comminuted organic fragments within three subunits, separated by unweathered, unbedded sand. The buried
organic horizon dates prior to AD 120 [2050 ± 80 BP (r376269) or 210 cal BC to cal AD 120] and records deformation
concurrently or subsequently, possibly during the Little Ice
Age. The most recent eolian levels (Unit C-9), following 2000
BP on the E-14 ridge record only the accretion of weakly laminated root bound sand, possibly recent overbluff dunes or
infilled blowouts. Surface stabilization was widespread atop
Unit II dunes during 350-500 AD (MASON, 1995, unpublished data). A prominent angular disconformity represents
the erosional truncation of the dune by wave action although
subsequent slope-related deformation causes it to slope away
from the shoreline; a 14C assay on this youngest, seaward,
portion of the cutbank dated to 1640 ± 80 BP (r3-23171) or
264-538 cal AD (Is) and provides an upper age limit on Unit
II.
(b) Archaeological Sites. The discovery of archaeological
sites is furthered in the blowout eroded portions of the E-14
ridge; >40 sites occur within a 2 km long zone (SCHAAF,
1988). Archaeological loci on E-14 are from Choris or Norton
cultures, known for linear or check-stamped ceramics and
pentagonal arrowheads and round scrapers. Radiocarbon
dates from four sites on E-14 provide a upper age estimate
for the formation of much of Unit II: from 2660 ± 110 (r317961) to 2285 ± 90 BP, r3-17968) (SCHAAF, 1988), calibrated
within 1048-93 cal BC (Table 1). Two 14C age estimates on
the C-10 ridge (E-14 equivalent) on charcoal within a buried
soil at the KTZ-127 site fall at 2790 ± 80 (r3-33759) and 2530
± 130 BP (r3-33760); a calibrated, weighted average of
1009-787 cal BC (HARRITT, 1994). A 14C sample on the western B-9 ridge yielded a date of 2850 ± 70 BP (r3-17972) from
charred sand cemented by sea mammal oil; a calibrated age
of 790-386 cal BC, after subtracting 400 yr due to old carbon
reservoir effects (MASON and LUDWIG, 1990).

Interpretation
The truncated offset of Unit II with the older Unit I indicates that portions of Unit I were eroded prior to the dune
formation eventrs) that produced Unit II (Figures 3,4,6). The
storms that scarped Unit I followed 3400 BP (1700 cal BC)
and yet occurred before 3000 BP (1250 cal BC), when the first
Choris people settled on the Unit II ridges. Then, intermittently, over several hundred years, during the period 30002050 BP (1250-100 cal BC), marine hunters of the Choris and
Norton cultures settled on the Unit II ridges (B-9, C-10 and
E-14). This fact suggests that the comparatively narrow,
50-150 m wide, E-14 ridge remained close to the sea for a
considerable period. Though Unit II times were primarily
erosional, several discrete periods of dune building are represented by the eastern-most sub-ridges E-14abc. In summary, the E-14 ridges represent a composite of storm erosional events which truncated and scarped the earlier Unit
I, followed by the addition of cliffhead dunes atop the eroded
scarp. Some of the eroded sand was transported downdrift
and built several dunes closer to the Cape.
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The co-occurrence of Unit II archaeological loci with buried
soils provides an important reference point for interpreting
climatic history. If the soils represent a stabilized vegetation
cover with minimal sand transport we infer either higher
rainfall and/or a shift in wind direction or intensity occurred
at the time of the Choris and Norton occupations within Unit
II. If winds were from the south, the longshore transport system would be effectively be shut down, adding nothing to
Cape Espenberg. This scenario is supported by the formation
of small southward trending spits in Shishmaref Inlet during
Unit II times (MASON et al., 1995).

Unit III: Rapid Progradation, 1700 to 1200 BP
A drastically different balance between marine and eolian
sedimentary processes prevailed after 1700 BP (200 cal AD).
Unit III records the emplacement of low ridges (1-2 m above
MSL) separated by wide swales, up to 200 m in width (Figure
3) over a total width of> 1.2 km that represents over half of
the total progradation at Espenberg. Several ridges have a
cover of low dunes (up to 3 m above MSL) and contain blowouts which expose two buried organic horizons. For the most
part, Unit III ridges are extremely flat, but some areas contain shallow basins « 50 em deep), possibly the traces of
healed blowouts. Most of the area of Unit III is a low-lying
wetland, as described above. Peat ridges delineating disrupted ice wedge polygons, string bogs, and lakes resulting from
peat degradation are especially well-developed.
Inlet filling and the formation of a large tidal flat also occurred during Unit III times. The 1 km wide inlet separating
the C and E segments remained open during Unit II times
(3300-1700 BP), maintained by repeated high magnitude
storm surges through the channel which deposited a flood
tide delta. During Unit III times the inlet filled, reflected by
recurved ridges on both sides of the former inlet. A large 2
km wide tidal flat, the D segment (between the C and E segments), may have resembled similar modern tidal flats within surge channels on the Shishmaref barrier islands, 50 km
to the southwest. Another tidal flat area is present at the
farthest east portion of Unit III, seaward from the E-8 ridges.
Incipient soils (A horizons) are common on most Unit III
ridges, though buried organic horizons occur only on the low
dune ridges E-8 and E-12. On the other smooth ridges, the
soil consists of a dark brown epipedon about 3-5 cm thick
near the surface, with an occasional thin leached horizon
grading to slightly oxidized sands with depth, extending to
water table at about 70 em below surface.

Stratigraphy
On the E-7 ridge, several pedogenic zones are distinguishable above the 60 em deep water table. The upper 5-8 cm
thick A horizon formed within silty, organic stained, rootletbound fine sand (10YR 2/2, very dark brown). The lower B
horizons (10 to 30 em below surface) are marked by gradational contacts reflecting a slight degree of oxidation of the
parent fine sand, the C horizon, at depths of >40 em below
surface. Dark mineral sands in the unweathered C horizon
reveal faint seaward inclined (5°_7°) bedding.
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Dating and Archaeological Sites
Few archaeological remains are reported from Unit III
ridges. This is partly a reflection of the comparative scarcity
of blowouts on the very low, flat ridges. However, no sites
were found on ridge E-12 which does contain numerous blowouts. Several extensive but diffuse scatters of lithic artifacts
were found in blowouts from the E-8 ridge. At the KTZ-157
site, HARRITT'S (1994) excavations in a crowberry-outlined
house depression and nearby surface collections produced artifacts diagnostic of the Ipiutak culture. Archaeological charcoal yielded three dates of 1343-1178 cal BP [a weighted average of three ages: 1358 ± 41 BP] or 607-772 cal AD, an
upper limiting age for deposition within Unit III.
Geological dates provide several limiting ages for Unit III.
A wood sample ejected from a pals on an inlet margin recurved E-6 ridge dated to 980 ± 60 BP (r3-67697) or 9831272 cal AD reflects storm surge deposited wood along the
inlet filled during Unit III and at the transition into Unit IV
times. A lower limiting age of 1740 ± 50 BP (r3-70640)
[159-423 cal ADl is also available from a subsurface (-80
em) accumulation of rootlets and seeds from a buried surface
horizon on the B-7 ridge (equivalent to ridge E-12). An assay
of2830 ± 80 BP (r3-67698) or 1194-798 cal BC on the E-10/11
swale suggests an alternative limiting age for the base of
Unit III. The assay run on a peat was obtained from a tidal
flat swale that lacks surficial evidence of beach ridges or
dunes. The age is anomalously old by 500-1000 yrs and may
be from a older surface subsequently transgressed by Unit II
dunes or a small offshore island that stabilized and was welded onto the Cape Espenberg spit. Similar unvegetated islets/offshore bars extend to the southeast of the Cape at present.

Interpretation
The Unit III ridges are primarily berm ridges formed by
swash action (sensu HINE, 1979), during the recovery phase
after storm-induced high water levels. Unit III witnessed a
drastic change in sedimentation regime between 1700 and
1200 BP as numerous berm ridges prograded intermittently,
but were separated by wide swales. Active longshore transport produced shallow submerged sand bodies along the
coast. Frequent but mild storm surges moved this sand onto
the shore as beach ridges. Submerged sand ridges again built
up, causing waves to break well off shore in fair weather,
resulting in narrow beaches and a dearth of sand for eolian
transport. Thus, dune building was confined to two ridges,
presumably minimized because of low intensity winds. This
comparative freedom from wind redistribution of sand stability coupled with water saturation favored marsh grasses,
heaths and shrubs and excluded burial tolerant and dunebuilding grasses.
Low topography, low regional gradients and shallow permafrost resulted in a perched water table, leading to peat
accumulation in swales and on the lowest ridges. This led, in
turn, to still shallower permafrost. Growing palsas and peat
ramparts pushed up at the margins of growing ice wedges
obstructed drainage and peat began to degrade in the result-
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ing pools, and, thus, the wetland complex of Unit III began
gradually to evolve into string bogs and shallow lakes.
The large width of swales indicates that the storm recurrence interval was long, because swales reflect deposition unrelated to storms (HAvES and BOOTHROYD, 1969; DAVIS et
al., 1972). Wide swales, when coupled with the lack of erosional disconformities and appreciable dunes, imply that few
major erosive storms occurred between 1700 and 1200 BP.
Minor storm surges (1.5 to 2 m) produced the smooth ridges
at a frequency of about three per century (a 31 yr recurrence
interval), a calculation derived from dividing the minimum
estimate of a 500-yr duration for Unit III by the maximal
number of ridge fragments near the CIE tidal inlet (n = 16).
This figure is substantially less than the 10 yr recurrence
interval for even low magnitude 1-2 m surges estimated by
JORDAN (1990) for Shishmaref. The low dunes on E-12 and
E-8 ridges are anomalous for Unit III, implying that slightly
different wind or storm conditions prevailed.
The CIE inlet closed during Unit III time as fewer and less
frequent storms cut through the inlet allowing low dunes to
build away from the receding channel margin. Long shore
transport delivered a net surplus of sand, countering the erosive effects of the occasional storm surge. This net surplus
addition of sand in the near shore also produced the adjoining
tidal flat (the D segment). The surfeit of sand added to Cape
Espenberg during Unit III reflects both updrift erosion during the preceding period, 3300-1700 BP and a shift to net
onshore swell and waves during the calmer wave climates.
Sand eroded from bluffs remained in storage on the shelf during the stormy upwelling conditions associated with Unit II
times.
A now-vegetated tidal flat, lacking beach ridges extends
northeast of ridge E-8, a in a wide swale between E-61E-8.
This tidal flat is younger than the KTZ-157 archaeological
site on E-8, dated to 1350-1200 cal BP, yet is older than
dunes on E-5 dated to 1200 cal BP. The E-61E-8 tidal flat
probably resembled the active tidal flats to the east and south
off Cape Espenberg. In that tidal flats are related to updrift
erosion and a temporary surplus of sediment in the long
shore transport system, the E6/8 tidal flat built after an erosive event that correlates with the onset of Unit IV.

Unit IV: The Younger, Thule Dunes, the Last
Millennium
The youngest set of dune ridges, Unit IV, mark the sudden
onset of different boundary conditions in wave climates and
storm energy. The Unit IV dunes consist of two to three laterally continuous dune ridges that began to accumulate between 1300 and 1100 BP, between 700 and 1000 cal AD.
These dunes rise as high as 20 m above MSL in the western
portion of the B segment, but stand only 3 to 5 m above MSL
elsewhere. Ridge E-5, the oldest Unit IV dune (E-5 = C-5 =
B-4), abruptly transgresses the low ridges of Unit III and the
growth of Unit IV dunes has blocked several former surge
channels. New dunes are being formed on the backbeach
where beach rye (Elymus arenarius) binds minor sand accumulations. Many Unit IV dunes are increasingly pitted by
blowouts with increasing distance from the modern beach.

Lakes and ponds occur in most of the swales and are larger
in the more landward swales; ponds up to a km long are
found between the E-4 and E-5 ridges. Although peat has
begun to accumulate within swales, palsa and frost cracks
are lacking; however, infilled sand wedge pseudomorphs
cross the E-5 ridge.
Unit IV records several periods of local erosion and re-deposition, involving the excavation of scarps and niches during
storm surges followed by inter-storm intervals (compare RITCHIE, 1972; CARTER et al., 1992). Erosional scarps are most
clearly defined on the E-3 and E-2/E-1 ridges at the DIE inlet
margin.

Stratigraphy
A long cutbank exposure (Figure 8) at the eastern end of
the Cape Espenberg reveals the dynamic interplay between
marine and eolian processes within Unit IV. The exposure
shows that two or three discrete berm ridges underlie the E-5
ridge which rises 4 to 6 m asl across its width of 50 to 70 m.
Wave deposited sand layers, elevated 1 to 1.5 m asl, may be
inferred by several observations. First, much of the sand in
the E-5 ridge is not impregnated by discrete beds of grass
and rootlets, unlike the sand in other ridges. Further, the
ridge has a high percentage of coarser dark mineral sand that
show well-defined cross bedding and are capped by thick shell
beds several em thick. These sets of thin laminae that may
either reflect marine or rapid eolian sedimentation on an unvegetated surface.
At the base of the E-5 exposure, several cycles of steeply
cross-bedded laminae (30°) are capped by 2 em thick nearhorizontal (2°) beds rich in medium to coarse sands and shell
debris. This stratigraphy typifies modern berm ridge deposition during the waning phases of storms. Shell and coarse
beds extend from 50 ern above MSL to 1.2 m above MSL but
are absent in the upper 1 to 2 m of section which is grass
bound. Shells vary in orientation from concavity down to up,
the latter implying that currents were strong, as in a storm
wave (ALLEN, 1985,53). Shell beds lie disconformably above
sub-horizontal beds of finer non-tephraeous sand. The basal
beds formed a platform upon which one to two meters of eolian sand, unit b, were deposited as low incipient dunes. Exposures at the cutbank at the margin of Espenberg spit show
that two to three discrete berm ridges underlie the E-5 ridge.
These consist of alternations of inclined (10°-18°) thin laminae and more massive beds. These beds are buried by unit c,
a sequence of more tabular and horizontally extensive beds
that transgress landward, filling former inter-ridge swales.
Ice wedge pseudomorphs are present in the dune sand in several places.

Dating
Two types of chronometric data are available for the E-5
ridge; geological shell or organic detritus and upper limiting
archaeological wood/charcoal. Archaeological wood or charcoal and geological shell and/or wood establish the initiation
of Unit IV at 1300 to 1100 yrs ago. In the case of wood or
charcoal samples, a time lag effect may be biasing the record.
Two considerations are important: (1) the potential 200-250
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yr lag introduced in sampling and dating long-lived tree species (RALPH, 1971) and (2) a possible less sizable transportation lag of 10-35 yrs as driftwood is carried by first by rivers and then by ocean currents from its upriver sources; the
Yukon, (possibly the) Anadyr and other Siberian rivers (GIDDINGS, 1941,80; OSWALT, 1951; GIDDINGS, 1952). Therefore,
the true age of Unit IV formation could be somewhat younger
and alter the chronological interpretations presented here.
Alternatively, experimental research cited by HAGGBLOM
(1982) establishes that wood has limited bouyancy, e.g., only
1G-17 months for spruce, and that it is only ice incorporation
that prolongs oceanic transport in the Arctic Ocean by years.
Radiocarbon dates from short-lived plants may prove useful in complementing those from wood samples. Archaeological wood from the eolian portion of the E-4 ridge (Table 1)
dated to 1215-1 385 cal AD (Is) and 1519-1656 cal AD (Is),
while small branches (5 em dia .) from underlying marine facies dated to 1519-1594 cal AD (I s). Thus, an appreciable lag,
75 to 150 yr , can exist for dr iftwood used by prehistoric peoples on or near Espenberg. To establish the age of the E-4
age we reject the older assa ys as redeposited wood and accept , provisionally , the youngest ages in the mid-15th to 16th
century, an age post-dating the older E-5 ridge by at lea st
100-150 yr.
Sh ells from the older, landward aspect of E-5 yielded reservoir-corrected ages of 458-775 cal AD [2055 ± 60 BP,
13-49162] while a 1.6 m ASL shell bed on the more seaward,
younger edge dated to 813-1130 cal AD [1655 ± 55 BP,

13-49158] and was 0.6 to 0.75 m above detrital wood dated to
1030-1384 cal AD [790 ± 90 BP, 13-49159]. From this array
of dates and the older E-8 archaeological materials (600-800
cal AD) we infer that storm-influenced dune formation on E-5
started after 775 cal AD and continued until 1000-1130 cal
AD (the overlap between the two ages) . The overlying archaeological stratigraphy confirms this chronology because
cultural occupations post-d ate the storm beds . An upper limiting age of 1263-1292 cal AD (Is) for the E-5 ridge may be
established from the weighted average (735 ± 37 BP) of four
dates from subsurface (86 to 90 cmbs) archaeological remains
at KTZ-87 (HARRITT, 1994).
Another estimate for the onset of Unit IV is provided by
the archaeological site KTZ-115, on the more westerly C4/5
segment ridges, 10 km northwest of the Cape site, KTZ-87.
The KTZ-115 site is landward of a high dune residua and has
an exhumed A horizon containing archaeological charcoal
dated to 829-1220 cal AD [1010 ± 90 BP (13-17969)], concordant with the ages of 80G-1100 cal AD near the Cape . The
C-4/5 exhumed soil is within the basin of a blowout only
about 2 m above MSL and predates th e dune form ation that
later was sculpted by blowout eros ion.

Archaeological Sites and Chronology of
Ridge Formation
Archaeological loci are wide spread over Unit IV ridges, consisting of numerous clusters of house depressions and lithic
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and cera mic scatters of Birnirk, west ern Thule and old Kotzebue cultures (GIDDINGS, 1952b; GIDDINGS and ANDERSON,
1986; SCHAAF, 1988; HARRITT, 1994 ). Clusters of houses are
preferentiall y located adj acent to reli ct and/or act ive drainage
margins. Reconnaissance excavations at three sites pr ovide
radiom etric age estima tes for th e upper age on rid ges E-5,
E-4 and E-2-c. Th e series of 18 dates reflect s three occupation
periods; for E-5: 1263-1292 cal AD ( Ls), for E-4: 1484-1664
cal AD (l s) and for E-2-c: 1642-1661 cal AD (Is). Occup ation
on th e E-4 rid ge wa s occupied soon after it was forme d becau se the archaeological date is sta tistically indistinguishabl e from a basal geological age of 1519-1594 cal AD. Age
estima tes from two site s (KTZ-69 and KTZ-130 ) 3 to 10 km
west of Ca pe Esp enb erg indic ate that the E-3ab dune ridges
formed before 1293-1430 cal AD [590 ± 90 BP (13-17965)] and
1333-1448 cal AD ( Ls) [500 ± 80 BP (13-17969)], 100-200 yr
olde r th an E-4 . Quite possibly, an exte ns ive tid al flat with
low dun es (E -4) exte nding at the spit t er minus while seve ral
rows of dunes buil t to th e west, as occurs today. Spit platform
construction may have pr eceded dune growth by centuries.
Th e wide swale between E-3 and E-2 ind icates a cessation
of dune formation, but ma y represent comparatively little
time becau se E-4 built during the ea rly part of 1520-1594
AD, and the E-2-c dune was constructed prior to 1642-1 661
cal AD (Is) or 247 ± 33 BP , th e average of four archa eological
as says from KTZ-101 atop th e dune. A swa le of about 30 m
width sepa rate s E-2 from E-1 at the Ca pe, although in more
western areas the E-1 ridge overto ps older E-2 ridge segmen ts. Becau se the most recent E-1 ridge contains only late
prehi storic and post-c ontact settlements less than 200 yrs
old, the formation of th e E-1 rid ge must post-da te 1700 AD
and yet pr ecede 1900 AD. A laterally continuous scarp along
th e lower eleva tion of the E-1 ridge wa s cut during recent
(probably 1974) storm erosion.
The younges t, post-1900 AD, in cipient dunes vary widely;
alt hough most locati ons have two dunes in the back beach.
However , about 1-2 km eas t of th e DIE inlet, about four incipient dunes (less th an 2 m above MSL ) lie sea wa rd of a 5
m high dune containing undated late preh istoric/early modern hou se rem ains. Th e variable growth of incipie nt dunes,
in a longitudin al trend , reflects th e local erosion of dunes
coupled with downdr ift dune bu ilding. Thi s may explain some
of the rever sed ages within th e dune ridge seque nce.

Interpretation
The E-5 cutba nk dates and stratigraphy show a similar two
stage depositional hist ory as large storms (1) 800-900 AD
and (2) before 1100 AD, contributed the wind energy to mobilize sa nd. Th e scarps on rid ges E-5 and E-3 indic ate eros ion
during storm surge s and are tentatively dated to before 1200
AD and before 1500-1600 AD, based on up- and down-drift
archaeological sites on tho se ri dges . Erosional events producing scarps should correlate with rid ge building downdrift, as
is confirmed by examining the chronology of dune bu ilding
and periods of stas is represented by th e development of
swal es. Variations in swale width reflect th e variations in th e
period between storm surges. Dun e growth is not exclus ively
dr ift-aligned, or conte mpora neous, but may be swash-aligned:

the more seawa rd E-3 dune built 100-200 yr before th e E-4
dune farther downdrift toward th e Ca pe. A swale of 30-50 m
width sep arates the 1000-800 yr old E-5 rid ge from th e 500
yr old E-4 rid ge. Dun e building du rin g 1350-1450 cal AD is
record ed by sites on rid ge E-3 followed by a period of st asis,
marked by an abse nce of dunes, th e 40-50 m wide E-2/3
swale. In th e last 400 yrs, two principal dun es have buil t at
Cap e Espenberg; one before 1600 AD and one aft er 1700 but
before 1900 AD. In plac es the most sea wa rd dun e, E-1, tran sgresses th e older E-2 rid ges .
Based on radiocarbon ages, dun e accre tion rates may be
estimate d: the 3 m high dune required 200 to 300 yr to form ,
ab out 7.5 to 15 cm of sa nd accret ion per yr , a rate half th at
of th e United Kin gdom (RANWELL, 1972). Sm aller dunes of2
m elevation might bu ild in 50- 100 yr. Compa risons betwe en
ba sal geological and upp er lim itin g archaeo logical ages can
app ear nearly inst antan eous or show a la g of 100- 200 yr at
the most . In summary, Unit IV at Ca pe Espenb erg reflects
several pul ses of eolia n activity in th e wake of massive
storms, asso ciate d with region al and global climatic variability.

DISCUSSION: DIFFERENCES IN WAVE CUMATES
BETWEEN DUNE BUILDING EPISODES
Five, possibly six, peri ods of heightened dun e building,
hence, st orm activity are defined within two erosional truncations (Unit s II and IV) of th e progradational sequence on
th e Esp enb erg spit, as est imate d by calibra te d archaeological
and geological radioc arbon sa mples . Dun e building also occurred withi n th e earlies t portion of th e Espenb er g, Unit I,
apparently associa ted with lower sea levels. Dun e growth
from 5000 to 3300 BP was linked to high sediment input and
per sistent northerl y wind s; th e tim e peri od differ s considerably from an y oth er in the Espenb er g sequence in th at progr ad ation and dune-building co-occur . St orms wer e prob ably
infreque nt but th e pr evailing winds were onshore and tra nsported sa nd inl and. By cont rast, th e erosiona l truncati on episodes reflect th e pre valenc e of a net eros iona l wave climati c
regim e through out northwest Alask a (MASON and J ORDAN,
1993). Th e two eros iona l episodes differ in wave climate and
storm dir ect ions. Th e first episode, Unit II, involved no net
pr ogr ad ati on and represen ts overbluff dun e developm ent
atop th e dunes formed in Uni t I tim es (2500- 2000 cal BC).
Uni t II reflects closely spa ced high intensity storms presumably from du e north th at directed little sa nd along shore but
instead re-directe d sand eroded from up drift bluffs onto th e
she lf. St orm recurrence inte rva ls during Unit II must have
considerabl y exceeded th e figur e of three per century du ring
th e progr ading regime of less stormy Unit III which witnessed th e onsh ore t ra ns fer of thi s sa nd. During Unit IV
times onsh ore sand supply rem ained high as oblique angled
northwesterl y waves and storm s affecte d the coast. Th e contrast between Units II and IV may reflect storm trajectory
variability: Arcti c Ocean der ived sto rms in Unit II ver su s
North Pacific der ived storms in Unit IV. This claim is subst antia te d by compari sons wit h othe r beach ridge syste ms in
nor thwest Alask a (MASON and J ORDAN, 1993).
Th e differing storm trajector ies affect spit building becau se
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progradation at Ca pe E spenberg re sults as acute-angle
northwesterly wav es or swell initiate and ma intain long
sh ore sand transport. Fairweather swell and wave s from the
northwest dominated , leading to net prograd ation until 3300
BP (1600 cal BC) which marks the transition to the ero sional
regime that prevailed during the ChorislNorton "ridge" set,
a storm-eroded scar p into the older beach/dune rid ges that
was overto pped by dunes. The timing of the storms is estimated by geological 14C age s at 1600-1200 cal BC and 100
cal BC-200 cal AD. The an gle of incident wind attack is inferred as northerl y which produced net offshore transport,
i.e., erosion rather than accretion or long shore transport.
Northerl y wind s did send sa nd atop the erod ed scar p during
winter. Between stormy intervals, dune growth ceased over
seve ral centuries leading to the form ation of soils , as bracketed by contemporaneous a rchaeological components. Th e
stabilization of dune surfaces reflect s the ascenda nce of crow berry shrubs at the expense of beach gr as s. Dune stability
could arise from a combina t ion of factors: (a) decline in sand
tran sport related to a reduction in beach supply, (b) a sh ift
to offshore wind direction or (c) high rainfall which impeded
sa nd entrainment by wind . A shift in wind direction offers a
lik ely expl anation: if summer and fall storm track s followed
a more southerly route crossing over Seward Peninsula wind
would hav e been directed offshore at Cap e Espenberg which
would have inhibite d long shore tran sport of sand or movement into the dunes. This centuri es long episode of surface
stability is the summa t ion of one or several interval s within
the period 800- 100 cal BC. Minor dune building acti vity resumed after 100 cal BC and continued until 300 cal AD, reflect ing a shift in the prevailing direction of wind s to the
northwest .
Progradation cont inued along the northern Sew ard Penins ula coast from about 200 cal AD until 800 cal AD (MASON
and J ORDAN, 1992, 1993 ), esp eciall y at Ca pe Espenberg
where up to 1 km of land wa s added. Thi s period reflects the
prevalen ce of eit he r low intensity st orms or persistent long
period swell during open water months; qu it e lik ely summerlike conditions persisted into September.
Between 800 to 1000 cal AD, a major sh ift in storm fre quency a nd direction caused substantia l erosion along the
shores of the Chukch i Sea . Although the coa sts underwent
net loss of sa nd as beach es wer e er oded, large amounts of
sand wer e transported higher onto the back beaches and were
available for the construction of dunes. Strong fall and winter
wind s sent thi s sand inland; within decad es dunes several
meter s high had buil t along the entir e northwest Seward
Peninsul a coast. Cha nne ls and overwash fans were carved
through the Shishmaref barrier islands during storms (JORDAN, 1990 ). During the early nineteenth century repeated
storms kept tid al inlets open along the Pt Lay a nd Kivalina
coasts, according to Lt. Kashevarov (VAN STONE, 1977 ). Repeated storms cons tr ucte d ma ssi ve gravel and sa nd composite rid ges on the northwest aspect of Cap e Krusen stern and
at the northwest facing Choris Peninsula beach ridges.
Although large storms a nd inten se win ter wind s were the
primary geomor phic agent during the last 1000 yr s; bri ef period s of less sto rmy weather produ ced swa les at Cap e Espenberg a nd an incipient soil following 1200-1280 cal AD, the
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age of a n ea rly Thule occupation . Storms were frequent a nd
intense at Cap e Espenber g 1450-1500 cal AD, 1550-1600 cal
AD and 1700-1850 AD. Interven in g peri ods of dune stabilization a nd swale development indicate less stormy conditions
from 1500 to 1550 AD a nd 1640-1660 AD. Stormy interval s
la sted several decades, long enough to build dunes of several
met ers height.

CROSS CORRELATIONS WITH THE
ESPENBERG RECORD
Regional Correlations
Pro gr ad ational regimes corres pond to wa rmer mid- summer
climatic conditions from 4000-3300 BP and 1700 to 1200 BP
(Figu re 9). In the form er case, soil form ation dated to 40003750 BP is reported from isolated localities acro ss northern
Alaska and northwest Ca na da: the lkpikpuk River sout heast
of Barrow (RICKERT and TEDROW, 1967 ), on Banks Isl and
(P ISSART et al., 1977 ), at Ca pe Denbigh in Norton Sound
(GIDDINGS, 1964 ) and in the Nen ana River vall ey south of
Fairbanks (THORSON a nd HAMILTON, 1977 ; POWERS and
HOFFECKER, 1989 ). In creased pollen production ab out 4000
yrs ago is al so evidence of increased summer wa rmth
throughout Alaska (BRUBAKER et al ., 1983, ANDERSON,
1985).
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Dunes build, conversely, from 3300-1700 BP and episodically during the last 1200 yrs, during net erosional regimes.
Other beach ridge system s (Ca pe Krusen stern, Wales, Barrow, Sisualik ) in northwest Alaska also witnessed net erosional cond ition s 3300-1700 yrs ago (MASON and J ORDAN,
1993 ). Sto rm y, ero sion al reg imes on th e coasts co-occur with
a precipitation surplus and glacial expansion in th e Kiglu aik
Mountains on the southern Seward Peninsula and across
Alaska (CALKIN, 1988). Neoglacial expa ns ion in th e Brooks
Range is linked to hei ghtened pr ecipitation by CALKIN et az'
(1985), which al so activated debris slides after 1300, 800 and
300 BP (ELLIS and CALKIN, 1984 ). Flooding on th e Tanana
River in central Alaska intensified 3000-2000 BP and after
400 BP (MASON and BEGET, 1991).
The period between 1700 and 1200 BP includes almost half
of the progradation at Espenberg and correlates with a similar progradational regime on the Shi shmaref barrier isla nds
during 1600-1000 BP (JO RDAN, 1989, 1990; MASON, 1990 ).
Peat or soil formation atop alluvial t erraces 2000-1000 BP
may reflect warmer temp eratures across the Brooks Range
in north central Alaska (HAMILTON, 1981), in th e Tanana
valley of central Alaska (MASON and BEGET, 1991 ) and in
Seward Peninsula (KAUFMAN et al ., 1989). This period experienced fewer, less inten se storm surges (3 per century) and
lessened winter winds. The most recent ridge s formed during
the last 1200 yrs (Uni t IV) have an elevated dune topography,
only partly reflecting th eir younger age. Glacial expa nsions
during 700-900 AD th at are correlative with Un it IV are docum ented by ELLIS and CALKIN (1984 ) for the Brook s Range,
in the pattern of tree line expans ion ne ar the White Mountains (DENTON and KARLEN, 1977), on the Kenai Peninsula
(WILES and CALKIN, 1992 ) and at Icy Bay (PORTER, 1989 ).
The preci sion of th e tree ring record may ultimately provide a climate correlate with coast al records. However, at
pr esent, most statistically acceptabl e Alaska tree ring chronologies extend ba ck no more th an 400 yrs (GIDDINGS, 1952).
An American arctic tree ring interpret ation by D'ARRIGO and
JACOBY, 1992 ) found cold interv al s during 1600-1640,
1700-1720 and throughout most of the 19th century (18201900 ). Dun e growth at Espenber g correlates re asonably well
with these episodes of temperature anomaly: E-2c from 16001640, E-2b from 1670-1680, E-2a during 1700-25, and E-l
from 1820 to present.
Alternations in horizontal prograd ation and vertical dun e
growth reflect th e cumulative dunelbeach se dime nt budget,
as ad vanced by PSUTY (1988). At Ca pe Espenb er g, vertical
dune growth is greatest in area s experiencing net beach erosion while net depositional, i.e., horizontally prograding,
beach setti ngs rev eal a series of low dunes sepa ra te d by wide
swales. The hi st ory of Espenberg reveals a net er osiona l system during the last 1200 yrs, correlated with vertical dune
growth, compared to a net progradational system between
1700-1200 BP. Dune growth al so followed barrier island overwas h migration in the Shishmaref barriers after 1000 BP
and atop the Kitluk River coast afte r 1250-1000 cal BP (MASON and JORDAN, 1994 ).
To quantify th e chronologie/clima tic interpretation: th e
heightened wind (not storm) intensity events before 1200 BP,
i.e., th e onset of Un it IV, might have been les s inten se or from

a differing direction than th e events reflect ed in Unit II
times, two mill ennia earlier. Simil arly, th e sma ll dune rid ges
of 3500, ca. 1800 and ca . 1400 BP record wind inten sity
events of less severity, or subseque nt erosion by storms , in
th e case of th e 3300- 1700 BP rid ges.

Hemispheric Correlations
The chronology of North Sea coastal dun es parallels th at
of the Chukch i Sea coast; not surprisingly, as both regions
respond to th e sa me global climatic param et ers. The Little
Ice Age storms wer e resp onsibl e for massive tran sfer s of sa nd
landward in Scotland , En gland , th e Netherl ands, Denm ark
and Belgium. Stable surfaces, peats or podzolic soils, provide
th e chronometric reference points. (CHRISTIANSEN et az',
1990; TOOLEY, 1990; KLIGN, 1990; CEUNYNCK, 1988; WILSON , 1990). Dun e expans ion was a regional phenomen a during several per iods: before 400 BC, 100 BC to 100 AD, 7001100 AD, and from 1450 to 1750 AD.
The st ormier conditions of th e third millennium BP at Espenberg are pr obably linked with th e Neoglacial event, as
defined by world-wide glacial expansions (PORTER and DENTON, 1967; PORTER, 1986 ). Th e range 3300- 1700 BP parallels
th e 2500-yr cold climatic cycle in the Ca mp Centur y ice core
(DANSGAARD et az', 1984). Th e width of Unit II is about 75%
less than th e younger dune rid ges in Unit IV and may provide
a relative measure of th e sto rm recurrence int ervals in th e
3rd millennium BP; larger sto rms prob ably occur red in rapid
succession, as compa re d th e last 1000 yrs . Synch ronous glacial adv ances betw een 700 and 900 AD are reported world
wide (PORTER, 1986; GROVE and SWITSUR, 1994 ).

CONCLUSIONS: COASTAL EVOLUTION AT CAPE
ESPENBERG AND PALEOCLIMATE
About five th ousand years ago, sea levels sta bilized to nearly modern levels « -2 m) along th e micr otid al shores of
Kotzebue Sound. At that tim e, sea level stopped increasin g
and the large amount of sa nd on th e she lf was able to be
entrained by long shore currents and deposited off Ca pe Espenberg, forming the spit platform and th e first beach ridges
atop them. An extensive corin g program will be requ ir ed to
discover th e ea rlier hist ory of Espenberg spit during th e ea rly
Holocene eus tatic se a level rise .
The ultimate source of th e Espenberg sa nd is uncl ear, but
may derive either from (1) offshore Chukchi shelf sa nds or
(2) local eros ion of sand bluffs near th e mouth of th e Kitluk
River, about 30 km updrift from Cape Esp enberg. Quite likely, both offshore and terrestrial sou rces wer e involved . Th e
orientation of the earlies t Esp enberg rid ges is northeast erl y,
at variance from later rid ges , which suggests substanti al erosion of th e adjace nt Kitluk coas t sinc e 5000 BP, in line with
esti mates of recent erosion (J ORDAN, 1988).
To date th e late Holocene evoluti on of th e Espenb er g spit,
we us e several line s of infer ence, primarily radiometric dates
from geological sections and archaeological sit es as chr onological markers. The delineation of chrono- and litho-stratigraphic units relies on th e surficial record of geomorphic and
ecologic processes , reflected in chan ges in plant communities,
lake development, soil form ation and th e a ppea rance of cryo-
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genic features such as convolute bedding, frost cracks and
palsas. During the last 3500 years, the evolution of Espenberg spit has been marked by episodic alternations in the
amount of horizontal progradation and vertical dune accretion. Periods of rapid progradation are marked by the addition of berm ridges capped by very low dunes separated by
wide swales while the periods of vertical growth show composite dunes, often modified by blowouts, which in section
possess a berm ridge nucleus overlain by several generations
of dunes, re-activation surfaces and infilling planar bedded
sands. Horizontal progradation occurred during climatic intervals marked by a dominance of low wave energy typical of
modern high pressure midsummer conditions, with infrequent storm surges during the summer open water period
and lower strength winter wind conditions. Alternatively,
dunes were built during climatic periods dominated by higher
intensity and frequency storm surges which built higher
storm berms. Such higher berms provided higher backbeach
deposits subject to winter winds which transferred them into
dunes beyond the high water line.
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